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The JET Program and Team Teaching

T his special JET Program issue of the The Language Teacher represents the first major effort of the
petitioning Team Teaching N-SIG to promote further research into team teaching and JET
Program related issues and to provide a focus in JALT for increased research and discussion of

issues directly related to the improvement and development of foreign language education in Japanese
secondary schools. Now over five years old and involving more than 3,000 assistant language teachers
(ALTs)  and 60,000 Japanese teachers of English (JTEs), the JET Program is at a crucial stage of its
development. Established in 1987 in  part as a strategy to promote the shift in Education Ministry policy
towards a communicative focus in secondary school foreign language classrooms, the program seems
to be enjoying wide although by no means universal acceptance in foreign language teaching circles.
Certainly the program remains controversial, with critics continuing to claim that there may be more
effective means of promoting the current shift in Education Ministry policy. Whether or not one agrees
with the government’s initial decision to invite large numbers of ALTs into the schools, it is the future
development of the program which is perhaps now of greatest concern. It cannot have escaped the
attention of program organizers that with regard to team teaching, conditions in the schools are not the
same now as they were five years ago, when ALTs were far fewer in number, their presence in the
schools was far more limited, and the participation and knowledge of Japanese teachers was therefore
also far more restricted. It is also clear that while considerable success is generally attributed to the
program both in and out of the classroom, certain impediments continue to obstruct the efforts of
people who have been striving over these first few years to make the program work. Given that the
Japanese government is continuing to invest an enormous amount of time, effort, and money in the
program, perhaps it is now appropriate to accelerate research into the many issues it has raised in the
secondary school sphere. To date, research into team teaching and the JET Program has been rather
sparse, with much of it anecdotal. The present issue is a preliminary attempt to ground the study of
team teaching within language teaching methodology, to promote increased awareness of relevant
issues, and to suggest new directions for future research. The petitioning Team Teaching N-SIG
intends to play an active role in continued efforts along these lines. We hope that team teaching
practitioners and researchers may consider supporting this work by joining our group. Membership
is open to all JALT members for a fee of Y1,000  per year, payable to Antony  Cominos, 1112  Sunvale
Asahigirioka, Higashino-cho 1-5, Akashi-shi, Hyogo-ken. 673.

Antony Cominos
Guest Editor and Coordinator

National Team Teaching Special Interest Group

The Language Teacher XVI: 11
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Managing Change in Foreign Language
Education: Interview with Minoru Wada

Minoru Wada was a Teachers’ Consultant at the Chiba
Prefectural Board of Education from 1979 to 1981. For ten
years until March 1992 he worked as Senior Foreign Lan-
guage Curriculum Specialist at the Ministry of Education.
Principal designer of the JET Program, one of his major
responsibilities at the Ministry was to manage its establish-
ment and subsequent development,  with part icular  respon-
sibility for the content of the program and its relationship to
the foreign language curricula designated for use in junior
and senior high schools. He is a frequent attendant at, as well
as contributor to foreign language conferences and work-
shops  and has authored or edited several books on team
teaching as well as numerous journal articles. He is now
Professor of English at Meikai University in Chiba.

Antony Cominos: What were the most significant results
of the program during its first five years?

Minoru Wada: We achieved several extremely impor-
tant  resul ts  dur ing tha t  t ime.  One of  the most  s ign i f ican t ,
perhaps ,  i s  that  Japanese  teachers  of  Engl ish  (JTEs)  now
accept work ing  wi th  ass i s tan t  l anguage  teachers  (ALTs)
as  an  essen t ia l  par t  of  the i r  work as  teachers  of  Engl ish .
Team teaching  i s  no  longer  the  novel ty  tha t  i t  was  when
the program began.  I t  i s  now widely  accepted that  ALTs
have a very  important role to play within the public
secondary  school  sys tem.  I t  was  cruc ia l  tha t  the  Minis t ry
of  Educat ion f ind recogni t ion for  the  role  of  ALTs  du r ing
these  first years. It is the basis from which the Ministry is
now able  to  work to  fur ther  improve the program, and to
con t inue  i t s  work  towards  the development of commu-
nica t ion  based  curr icula .

Another very visible result of the infusion of ALTs
in to  the  sys tem has  been  the  s igni f icant  increase  in  the
propensity for JTEs to use English as a means of
communication. This is perhaps  most evident at the
many conferences and workshops which arc orga-
nized for JTEs.  Many of these are now conducted
entirely  in English. Before the introduction of ALTs
such meetings  almost invariably took place in Japa-
nese. The important point is that increasing  numbers
of JTEs now perceive  the  abi l i ty  to  exchange the i r  ideas
and to argue in English as something quite central to
their  work as teachers of English.

Any particular results at the student level?

At the junior high schol  (JHS) level 1 think the most
significant effect of ALTs’  p resence  wi th in  the  schools
is that increasing numbers of students find that they

by Antony  Cominos

are no longer afraid of native speakers of English,
simply because they are not Japanese. 1 would like to
emphas ize  tha t  th i s  i s  the  case  even  when the  s tudents
are not able to express themselves in English. It is
particularly pleasing to hear that more and more of
these  young learners  en joy  approaching  na t ive  speak-
ers of English in order to express themselves, even in
Japanese.  This  is  an extremely important  s tar t ing point .
Of course  I  wish I  could also say that  a  major i ty  of  JHS
students can communicate in English better now than
before the introduction of ALTs.  However 1 do not
think that we have reached that point yet.

In  sen io r  h igh  schoo l s  (SHSs) the  mos t  v i s ib le  resu l t s
can probably be found at those schools which offer
special language courses with greater numbers of
hours  a l lo t ted  for  language  s tudy .  I t  i s  p robably  eas ie r
at these schools to see tangible results from the pres-
ence of an ALT.

It would seem that regular or base school ALTs would be in
a far better position than “one shotters” to contribute to
these results. What is happening to the one shot visiting
program?

1 don’t have any concrete statistics about the ratio of
base / regular /one  shot  teachers .  What  1  can  say  though
is  tha t  despi te  the  shor tcomings  in  theoneshot  sys tem,
the Ministry does not yet have the resources to do
away with it entirely. The problem is particularly
evident at the JHS level, simply because there are so
many schools and not enough ALTs.  In the Japanese
educational system, equality of educational opportu-
nity is a very  key concept. The one shot system is a
means of maintaining equity among schools while the
number of ALTs  is increased annually. The problem
has greatly improved since the earliest years of the
program when far fewer ALTs  were available. The
listening comprehension component of high school
entrance examinations further complicates the issue.

At the SHS level the situation is more promising.
Given that  there  are  far  fewer schools ,  the Minis t ry has
for some time been urging Prefectural Boards of Edu-
ca t ion  to  e l imina te  one  sho ts  a t  th i s  l eve l .  I t  shou ld  be
noted of course that each prefecture maintains the
r igh t  to  se t  i t s  own po l icy  wi th  regard  to  the  p lacement
of its ALTs.  In any case more time is required before
the Ministry can eliminate one shots completely.

It was reported that about 2800 ALTs and CIRs  (Coordina-
tors of International Relations) have been working on the
program since August 1991.  Does the program still aim for
a 3000 cut-off point?

November 1992
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That was a preliminary target for the first five years. I
am not sure how many ALTs will eventually be em-
ployed. Clearly however there are not nearly enough to
fulfill the demand from the prefectures. There will be
about 3300 ALTs from August 1992 working with
around 60,000 JTEs.

Are there any plans to add more countries or languages to the
program, especially to the ALT part?

topics that are central to the future of foreign language
education in Japan, for example, the optimum number
of ALTs and the status of foreign languages: Should
they be compulsory in junior and senior high schools?
What is the best time to begin teaching them? These are
issues which have for a very long time simply been left
undecided and unaddressed because they are so large.
The Ministry now believes it is time for these issues to
be tackled seriously. I suspect that this committee will

A very small number of participants
have been  added from China. But as far “Team teaching is no

longer the novelty
the  number of participating countries that it was when the
further than that or to introduce new
languages to the program. program began. lt is

now widely accepted

make extremely drastic proposals.
Once they have been proposed, it is
essential that the Ministry makes
strenuous efforts to implement them.
The work of this committee is there-
fore extremely important. 3

as I know, there are no plans to increase

In what ways would you like to see the that ALTs  have a very
program change over the second five year
period? 

important role to play
within the public

I  think that the Ministry must give very
careful thought to allowing suitably
qualified  ALTs to teach alone. Before
this can be done, there arc of course a

secondary school
system.”

number of complex legal issues which
must be addressed. The point, however, is that the
program continues to attract a number of people who are
either qualified  secondary  school  teachers in their own
countries, or who possess considerable experience teach-
ing i n  tertiary  institutions where a teacher's licence may
not  be considered necessary, or else are recent graduates
with MA degrees in such fields as TEFL/TESL or applied
linguistics.  Under the current rules such people are
simply not permitted to teach alone. Of course this is not
to  say that it does not happen, but it is certainly an issue
that needs  more thought.

Are there any other ways that the program should change?

It is cstrcmcly important that the Ministry and partici-
pants  on the  program gain access to much more re-
search about effective team teaching techniques. We
need  to know how to combine or produce the  best
combination of the best qualities of ALTs and JTEs. It is
no  secret that the program began upon a basis of very
little research of this type. It simply began. Now that it
has become established and preliminary goals have
been  reached I hope that more and more people will
conduct systematic research into every aspect of team
teaching. Hopefully this kind of research will suggest
new  directions for the program.

In 1991 it was announced that the Koike Committeehad been
established to conduct research into the future of foreign
language education in Japan-could this committee perhaps
produce important proposals?

I think that the committee is discussing a variety of

When do you think that ALTs would no
longer be necessary, at least in terms of
their foreign language education function
(not their internationalizing function)?

I do not know when that time will
come but my dream is that JTEs should
be capable of doing everything alone.

expect the state of foreign language education to be in Japan’s
secondary schools?

In another five years where would you

I  hope that by that time almost all teachers will empha-
size the development of their students’ communicative
abilities,  particularly in terms of listening and speak-
ing. Although the situation is changing for the better,
there  are at the present time still a number of JTEs who
are not interested in teaching these skills. In another
five years I hope that the situation surrounding these
hesitant teachers will have changed so much that it will
be almost impossible for them to remain indifferent to
the new focus on communicative competence.

A number of people have criticized the Minist y’s decision to
employ ALTs  with little or no training in ELT, applied
linguistics or educational philosophy. Leaving aside the
internationalizing role of ALTs, how do you feel about this
criticism as the years go by, and more and more JTEs become
familiar with the opinions and suggestions of successive
waves of enthusiastic but untrained ALTs?

Even if the Ministry wanted to change its policy and
demand professional language teaching qualifications
for acceptance onto the program, I believe that it would
simply be impossible to find sufficient numbers of
professionals to meet the demand for ALTs.

Personally, I am not at all convinced however that a
change of policy is required here. Professional knowl-
edge alone does  not make a successful ALT. Obviously
many ALTs with professional language teaching quali-
fications are accepted, but these people are also judged
to possess certain indispensable character traits. Based

November 1992
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on my own experience working with ALTs,  and their
predecessors on an earlier program, it seems to me that
professionals have more difficulty working within the
restrictions of the system which is currently in place,
precisely because of the professional knowledge which
they possess. JTEs are not so well aware of modern
trends in foreign language education. Ideally, profes-
sionals should be able to adapt their philosophies and
wide knowledge of teaching methods to any teaching
conditions. If they  can do this, then personally I would
welcome  them onto the program. Judging from my
past experiences, however, there is a tendency for
professionals to become angry and to criticize JTEs.  I
have heard of many cases where ALTs  with profes-
sional knowledge  have found it difficult to enjoy good
human relationships with JTEs.  At junior and senior
high schools 1 do not think professional knowledge is
essential  to the position of ALT. On the other hand, I
also believe  that ALTs certainly should endeavor to
learn more about foreign language education in the
Japanese educational system. The training of ALTs
and JTEs  is essential to the success  of the project.

speaking, I was hesitant, because from my observa-
tions very few foreign experts have a research interest
in foreign language education in Japanese schools,
particularly in public schools.

Does the Ministry have an  idea of the ideal profile or profiles
of an ALT?

Take for example the issue of authorized textbooks.
If we invite an outside speaker, especially a foreign
speaker, we hope that the person will be knowledge-
able enough to advise ALTs  and JTEs how to make the
best use of the resources available to them, no matter
how poor the speaker may consider them to be. Simply
to say that it is a waste of time to use the textbooks
would not help anybody. It is very easy simply to
criticize well-known problem areas: class sizes, text-
books, JTEs’  communicative ability. These are very
difficult issues. Regarding class sizes, the Ministry has
been trying to reduce the number of students in classes
for a long time but does not have the power to do this
alone. It requires protracted negotiations with the Min-
istry of Finance. I think the Koike Committee will very
strongly recommend that classes be made smaller for
foreign language instruction. Hopefully such a recom-
mendation will lead to a breakthrough in these very
difficult negotiations. The Ministry knows very well
that class sizes are too large; however, more time is
required before the issue can adequately be addressed.

Teachers'  Consultants who are responsible for tje  JET
Program, at the prefectural level have indicated very
strongly to me that flexibility is an essential component
in the make-up of an effective ALT. In the day-in, day-
out work  in the schools, many differences in the
thoughts and behaviors of ALTs and JTEs become
cxtrcmcly apparent. For this reason JTEs must also
learn to be flexible. Open mindedness is thus an indis-
pensable qualityonboth sides. So I think personality is
more important than professional training.

There arc indeed many problems. But if the Ministry
invites expert speakers, it wants them to give hints
about how to cope with the difficult situations con-
fronted every day by JTEs and AETs.  So it needs
speakers  with two broad areas of expertise. First, about
foreign language education and second about the par-
ticular conditions surrounding foreign language edu-
cation in Japan. It was difficult for me to find such
people. For this reason I always tried to attend work-
shops and conferences sponsored by JALT.

You mentioned that the training aspect of the program is
extremely important. 1 have heard you say

Any other comments on the subject of ALT training-
changes that we might see over the next five years?

that you are not keen on getting outside .
speakers in, except for the annual renew- “I hope that more and

Yes. My greatest concern for the future
of the program is that the quality of

ers'  meeting. I wonder however whether
the trnining meetings could not be reorga-

more people will training may deteriorate as larger num-
bers of participants are brought to Ja-

nized  so a s  to provide generalist ALTs conduct systematic
research into every

pan, and responsibility for organizing
with  a  chance to obtain more sophisticated training programs is decentralized. The
advice? aspect of team more ALTs we have, the moredifficult it

will be for the Ministry to take the initia-
Yes, I think the Ministry needs to re- teaching.” tive in upgrading the training of JTEs
think the policy of not inviting outside and ALTs.  Local boards of education
speakersto training meetings. Frankly, will increasingly take over this respon-
however, I  experienced extreme difficulty when trying sibility from the Ministry. However, frankly speaking, I
to find suitable speakers. I hoped to invite speakers to do not think that all boards of education are competent
our meetings who not only possess advanced knowl- enough to organize quality in-service training for JTEs
edge of teaching methodologies but who also possess and AETs,  at least in terms of team teaching.
a keen understanding of the particular conditions con-
fronting ALTs and JTEs in Japanese schools. Of course It was recently announced that  ALTs’  contracts will not be
there are many language teaching experts in Japan. renewed after the third year. How does the three year limit
Many ALTs ask me why the Ministry does not invite promote the impact of the JET Program on the further
foreign experts to the training meetings. Honestly - (Cont'd  on p.  13.)
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Team Teaching:  Yfkdkawa

Team Teaching and Changes in Teaching
Routines

Introduction
This article presents results of an ethnographic study

on the JET Program conducted in one senior high
school reading class, from April 1989 to March 1990.
The findings involve changes to the teaching strategies
of the JTE (Japanese teacher of English) in the class due
to the regular visit of an AET (assistant English teacher)
who works in this high school three  days a week. The
significanccof the new  teaching strategiesis discussed.

Method Table 1: The 8 Strategies Used in the 3 Lessons
The research question is: What are the routine’ teach-

ing strategies (defined  here  as techniques with which
the teacher  checks the students’ understanding of the
English text at hand, enables them to comprehend its
content and linguistic aspects, and makes them  prac-
tice the target English grammar and word usage) which
the JTE and the AET used?

Strategy Sept. Nov. Feb.

As the research method, the present study used the
ethnography of speaking (Hymes, 1 982). The principles
and characteristics of this approach are discussed in
Hymes (1982) and Watson-Gegeo  (1988). The research
was conducted in a senior high school located in the
north of Shiga Prefecture (Z High School). Z High
School is a prestigious high school offering a general
course curriculum. It has about 1000 students. The JTE,
Mr X, is in his mid-thirties, with eleven years of teach-
ing expcricncc. The AET, Ann (pseudonym), is a young
British woman who started to work as an AET in
August 1988.

1. Translating 6 18 (13) 9 (4)
2. Asking for Translating 3 3(2)  0
3. Explaining G. and W.U. 2 4 (4) 5 (2)
4. Enacting 0 7 (5) 1
5. Summarizing 0 4 (2) 0
6. Commenting 0 11 (2) 2 (1)
7. Paraphrasing 0 1 1  (2) 1 (1)
8. Providing Examples 1 12 (7) 5 (2)

Others 2 2

To answer  the research question, a first year reading
class,2  class l-5, was visited once a week (one period
lasts fifty minutes, class meets three periods a week),
and data were collected in the form of field notes and
audio tapes of lessons. At each school visit, a short
informal interview was administered to the JTE and, if
necessary, the AET as well. The purpose of these inter-
views was to seek the teachers’ original lesson plans,
their reasons for selecting the particular activities for
the day, and their impressions after the lesson. Less
informal, reflective interviews were conducted twelve
times over the year. The JTE reflected upon his teaching
practice and his students, and described how he felt
about them and how he evaluated them. The data
collected this way consisted of audio-tapes of twenty
three lessons  as well  as field notes of the same lessons
and of the informal and reflective interviews.

Total # of Sequences 14 52 18

Ratio of seqs. which
have trans. to
total # of sequences 63% 10% 2 8 %

Ratio of seqs. which have
trans. and other strategies
to total # of sequences. 63% 35% 5 0 %

(The figures  in parenthesis indicate the number of  sequences which
contain plural strategies including the one shown to the left of such
numbers. Thirty three sequences involve only one strategy; 14
sequences, two strategies; and 3 sequences, three strategies.)

Definitions:
Strategy 1: The JTE translates English in the text or

other English sentences given in class.
Strategy 2: The JTE picks out a student to translate

into Japanesea part of the text or any other
English expression introduced in class.

Strategy 3: The JTE explains a grammatical point or a
word usage using grammatical terms.

Strategy 4: The teacher(s) act(s) out a part of the text
or improvised dialogue.

Strategy 5: The teacher summarizes a paragraph, or a
section to refresh the students’ memories.

Routine Strategies, Old and New
To describe the process whereby Mr X’s use of vari-

ous teaching strategies changed, three representative
lessons are examined and presented here: (1) an earlier

by Emiko Yukawa

lesson using three traditional teaching strategies (Sep-
tember 22nd, solo-teaching); (2) a team-taught lesson
(November 16th) where five other strategies, which
seemed to be the products of his team-teaching experi-
ence, were frequently observed; and (3) the integration
of the old and new strategies (February 22nd, solo
teaching). Definitions of these teaching strategies and
their occurrence in the three lesson periods are pre-
sented below.
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THEY CAME, THEY THOUGHT, THEY CONQUERED

What is different about FIashback ‘63?

1  Flashback ‘63 teaches students syllogistic logic, improving their propensity to become good
English speakers. They are not saddled with busy work, they are given exercises that ask them
to THINK!

“You told us the book was logical, but I was really surprised to find out that all the information
and the characters were all connected. It was interesting.”

2 Flashback ‘63 teaches formal and informal language including expressions found in today’s
pop culture.

“When I saw Back to the Future III, I saw Michael J. Fox say “Yes!” and pull his arm just like
you taught us from Act 3 of the book. I have never had a textbook that taught such current vocabu-
lary. I will remember these words!”

3 Flashback ‘63 goes where no textbook has gone before. Characters argue, criticize/praise
one another, speak formally and informally, excuse themselves to go to the bathroom, make
mistakes, etc.

"I  found it interesting that Nobu and Julie didn’t like each other at the beginning of the story,
but they grew to respect each other after spending time together.”

4 Flashback ‘63 piques student interest and keeps attendance high

“Our company only had a budget for 2.5 lessons, but we had only finished Act 10 of Flashback
‘63. We couldn’t stop there, Nobu and Julie had lost the time transporter. We had to have a
meeting and make extra classes to finish the story!”

I I
D O N’ T  MISS  O U R  AUTHORS’  POSTER

SESSION AT JALT  ‘92
STUDENT FEED BACK GIVES

FLASHBACK ‘63 TWO THUMS UP

They were two ordinary young people . . .
. . . with completely different interests . . .

. . . who shared an extraordinary adventure . . .
. . . during a summer they would never forget.

IT’S A LISTENING-SPEAKING TEXT; IT’S AN ADVENTURE STORY
IT’S AN EYE ON THE PAST; IT’S A VISION OF THE FUTURE

IT’S TIMELY; IT’S TIMELESS

If you only look at one new text this season, make it Flashback ‘63.



Strategy 6: The AET or students are asked to com- tates L2 acquisition, and richer input results in a better
ment on a part of the text, or sometimes on outcome (Long, 1987; Ellis, 1985; Krashen, 1985; White,
things vaguely related to a specific phrase 1987),  this change in Mr X’s teaching style towards
in the text. The JTE makes his own com- more comprehensible input is desirable for students’
ments as well. acquisition of English.

Strategy 7: The AET or JTE paraphrases difficult Secondly, with a close examination of Mr X and
words or expressions. Ann’s speech, we notice that they were making consid-

Strategy 8: The teachers(s) give(s) example sentences erable adjustments to make their English comprehen-
which include a new word or expression. sible. (For various types of speech adjustments, see

Ellis, 1985; Long, 1983; Chaudron, 1983; Snow &
The lessons analyzed here were allocated for expla- Ferguson, 1977) Although they always modified their

nations of word usage and grammar; general compre- speech linguistically, towards clear and slow speech,
hension  of the content had been checked in previous andlimitedsentenceconstructionandvocabularyitems,
lessons, while consolidation activities were to follow. they modified their speech interactionally as well (for
In his earlier lesson Mr X depended on example, more here-and-now topics, use
translation [Strategies 1 and 2 ]  especially of gestures, and expansion of a phrase)
when the AET was not present. In a later as they used more English toward the
lesson, however, the accumulated team- latter half of the year.
teaching experiences enabled the two The increased talk on here-and-now
teachers to use new, gradually devel- topics which appeared as a result of Mr
oped teaching strategies without any care- X and Ann’s adjustments offered stu-
ful planning. dents more opportunities to participate

Thus in the lesson of February 22nd, in a two-way interaction, for example,
even when Mr X solo-taught the class, he they were asked more referential ques-
was able to rely less on the use of Japa- tions (true questions) than display ques-
nese. Instead, he acted out the expression tions (questions whose answers are
in focus using objects at hand [Strategy 41; or he para-
phrased a difficult expression in focus [Strategy 7 ]  (for
example, he paraphrased the verb,  added in “She added
that her children had never yet complained about it,”
which appeared  in the text as also said). In addition he
provided an example sentence based on the students’
everyday life [Strategy 8 ]  (for example, a question
sentence using complain about which appeared above);
and asked for/made meaningful remarks in relation to
a passage of the text and other topics being discussed
then [Strategy 6]. (For example, he asked a student: “Do
you have anything to complain about this school?,”
and after the student responded, he said, “You are
satisfied with this school. Okay. I have nothing to
complain about this class.“)

Discussion
In spite of the fact that the three lessons had the same

purpose, that is, to look at the text sentence by sentence,
and explain new grammatical points and usage of im-
portant words, the lesson in September was very much
grammar-translation oriented,  while the lessons in No-
vember and February were conducted using a variety of
strategies. This move towards less dependence on Japa-
nese (thus more use of English as the medium of instruc-
tion) and the use of the aforementioned new strategies is
significant in many ways in light of second language
acquisition studies and pedagogy.

The first and most obvious is that the students are
given more comprehensible input in the target lan-
guage in the two later lessons. Since most SLA re-
searchers seem to have accepted that, generally speak-
ing, comprehensible input in one way or another facili-

known to the teacher)..(For the importance of provid-
ing chances for output, see Swain, 1985.)

Another point has to be made in terms of pedagogy.
When Mr X used translating/asking for translation as
his techniques, he inevitably became trapped by the
unnatural Japanese his students produced as transla-
tion, and ended up correcting it. Since the ability to
translate is not one of the aims laid down for high
school English education, this temporary transforma-
tion into a lesson on Japanese style could reasonably be
considered unnecessary.

When placed alongside studies on the relationship
between input and SLA, the fact that new teaching
strategies yielded richer and better adjusted input and
moreopportunities for output suggests that they should
also facilitate the students’ English acquisition.3

Conclusion
Presented here was a case in which a JTE incorpo-

rated his AET into his usual reading classes in an
integrated manner, and developed new teaching strat-
egies which allowed him to teach English in a more
effective way. To discover whether the findings of this
study are part of a more widely occurring phenom-
enon, we need further scrutiny of interaction in class-
rooms which consist of students with different English
proficiency from that of the students in class 1-5. The
narrow focus of the case study means that its conclu-
sions must be considered limited, but such close obser-
vations of one classroom over a long period of time give
the researcher the advantage of being able to detect
subtle and gradual phenomena, such as the changes in
Mr X’s teaching strategies, that less detailed studies
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1 the MAIN STREET “GREEN” POSTER i

Give your students something to talk about!

$
j 1 The poster is GREEN because:
i Fit’s made of recycled paper.
4 ,A11 donations will be matched by Oxford
,t University Press (up to ¥100,000) to a
9 charity environmental group in Japan.
4

tj
4 The poster is VALUABLE because:
$ ,It contains practical and useful language
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i )It will brighten up your classroom walls.
4 Fit encourages your students to do the talking!
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9
1.
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9 See details of author  Peter Viney’s Japan tour eslewhere  in  this issue. li
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might overlook or describe inaccurately.
I need to add an epilogue here about Mr X’s teaching

following the school year I studied. He tried to teach
one second  year reading (or general English) class in
the same way as he taught class 1-5, but was not very
successful in doing so. For Mr X the reading material
became  “simply so difficult” (personal communication
with Mr X in August 1990) that he felt a lot of difficulty
in conducting lessons in English. If he had insisted on
doing so, he was afraid the students might not have
comprehended the complexity of sentence construc-
tions or even  the content of the material.

Another possible cause of Mr X’s problem was the
reshuffling of the classes at the beginning of the new
school year. He had to deal with many students in his
second  year class whom he did not teach in the previ-
ous year (when  he taught only two first year reading
classes  out of seven in total). Thus students unaccus-
tomcd  to Mr X’s new teaching found difficulty in
getting used to it and overcominginitialbewilderment.
The transmission of good pedagogy to other teachers in
the same school (let alone those in other schools) is not
easy.  Although in-service training is offered by the
prefecture in order to share innovative teaching prac-
tices, participation at such workshops and seminars
has always been voluntary, and in practice many teach-
crs rarely if ever attend.

Given the above situation, we urgently need to find
ways in which a whole English faculty can integrate
their AET into their teaching. Studies are needed of
schools where innovative teachers have managed to
unite the faculty in a common search for the best use of
an AET; where good in-service training programs for
team teaching  have been organized; and where the
whole  faculty cooperates to ensure that the progress
students make in one year is not lost the next year, but
built upon. Without such guidance, even enthusiastic
teachers  such as Mr X could be discouraged from
continuing in their solitary struggle.

Notes
I Routine  has now become an etic term to conversational analysts

and to the ethnographers  of education and sodolinguistics. For
the definition of an interactional routine, see Peters & Boggs
(1986).

2 There were no classes focusing on writing, listening, or
speaking skills. Thus Mr X and other teachers who taught
reading to first year students agreed to try to cover the
neglected areas in reading class if time allowed them to do so.

3. This means acquisition of comprehensive skills in  English, not
only  reading skills, despite the fact that the class observed was
ostensibly a reading class. This should be seen in the context of
the lack of any classes other than those devoted to reading and
grammar, as described  earlier.
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development of foreign language education in Japan?

I do not like the rule. Many JTEs who are extremely
enthusiastic about team teaching also dislike it. Forcing
ALTs to leave their positons after three years inflicts an
enormous loss on the development of foreign language
education in the schools. Much money is also wasted.
However the JET Program is a cooperative venture
between several Ministries, and this rule represents a
kind of compromise between the Ministry of Education
and the Ministry of Home Affairs, which is very keen
on promoting the cultural exchange objectives of the
Program. They are therefore keen on some kind of time
limit so that more and more people can take part. But
the rule needs to be changed and hopefully it will be
changed during the next five years.

Any final comments?

As this interview is going to appear in a JALT publica-
tion I would just like to emphasize that I do hope that
more JALT members will consider researching ways in
which the Ministry might improve foreign language
education in the secondary school sphere. I hope that
future conferences and workshops organized by JALT
will promote new research along these lines and that I
might be able to meet JALT members with research
interests in this area.
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Team Teaching

T his paper seeks to provide team teachers with a
linguistic account of problems underlying the
much-criticized practice of excessive repetitive

choral reading in junior and senior high school foreign
language classrooms. It outlines some of the linguistic
problems  faced by foreign language learners when
trying to adapt to a new  pronunciation system, and
seeks to provide a model that may assist the efforts of
AETs  (assistant English teachers) and JTEs (Japanese
teachers  of English) to work on pronunciation prob-
lems  in the team teaching classroom.

There is obviously  a big gap in linguistic systems as
well as in cultural patterns  between  Japanese and En-
glish. To bridge this gap, tremendous efforts must be
made  by learners of the target language. The teachers’
job  is to facilitate  the students’ learning by providing
them with good teaching materials and carefully-pre-
pared presentations  appropriate to the learners.

This paper  takes up the problem of interlanguage for
effective team teaching. The author believes that knowl-
edge of Japanese and of the relationship between the
learners'  mother  tongue  and English, which is of course
the AETs'  mother tongue and the learners’ target lan-
guage, is essential for effective team teaching.

On Second Language Acquisition
The learners in Japanese secondary schools have a

Japanese  language background. When they listen to
English, they tend to listen in the framework of their
mother  tongue. Take the case of the many English loan
words in Japanese. They are all uttered according to the
Japanese five-vowel system and CV syllable structure.

A second  language acquisition model, whatever  pre-
cise form it may take, must have at least three stages:

1. the learners’ mother tongue speech habit, and hy-
pothesis-making on this basis;

2. the learners listening activity when exposed to na-
tive English speakers’ speech;

3. the learners’ approximation of what he/she has lis-
tened to.

Some AETs  and JTEs seem to assume that learning is
overlearning. This assumption is not true, because
constant reetition  does not always lead to the closest
possible approximation of a target pronunciation sys-
tem. Instead, it may simply lead to fossilization of the
learners’ own idiosyncratic utterance.

My claim is that we should not ignore the first stage
of language learning: hypothesis-making based on the
learners’ mother tongue. Some skillful students may
imitate exactly what a native speaker AET utters in the

by Takashi Shimaoka
Tsukuba University

team teaching classroom, but in most cases, these utter-
ances remain an idiomatic pronunciation. The point
therefore is that repetitive reading of the textbook after
the AET does not help form the new linguistic system
within thelearncrs’ minds. What is worse, the learners’
temporarily acquired natural flow of English almost
dies away when exposed to textbooks written in con-
ventional orthography.

Conventional orthography is short of information on
phonetic features (i.e. prosody, paralanguage, and in-
dexical  features). To native English speakers this is not a
problem, as they have already acquired phonetic and
phonological aspects of their  mother tongue years before
they begin to read based on English orthography in
kindergartens and primary schools. On the other hand,
for non-native English speakers, orthography is a poor
guide to pronunciation, especially to those whose mother
tongue is radically different in its sound system.

English has a rather complex vowel system. This
complexity seems to be a product of the fact that
English vowels change their phonetic quality when
shortened or combined with other  vowels. Short vow-
els become more centralized in tongue position while
the muscular state of the tongue becomes less tense. On
the other hand, the Japanese language has a simple five
vowel system with /i, e, a, o, u/. There is no noticeable
change in phonetic quality in vowels when lengthened
or combined, although phonologically, there is a con-
trast between short and long vowels. Thus, Japanese
learners try to categorize English vowels into short or
long vowels without due attention to their qualitative
change. They also identify English vowels with one of
the five distinctive Japanese vowels.

As regards consonants, the anterior part of English
speakers’ articulators is comparatively active: active
movement of lips and coronals  (i.e. tongue tip) offers
users the possibility of producing more distinctive
sounds than otherwise. In addition, manner features,
such as continuant/stop (non-continuant), strident/
mellow, round /spread (nonround), and so on are again
comparatively rich in English.

Japanese learners of English are unaware of some of
the distinctive features of English, thus are unable to
form a hypothesis for their production, even if ex-
posed to English. Hence arises the need for the
interlanguage issue.

English Vowel Acquisition in the Interlanguage
M o d e l

The Japanese learner  of English naturally possesses
the Japanese five-vowel system, which is illustrated in
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Table 1. Its members are /i,e,a,o,u/ which are in con- table is that they are among the most productive ones
trast with each other in terms of high-low position and and that the other diphthongs can be treated as sepa-
back-front position. The phonemes /i/ and /u/ are rate from the main group members within the vowel
high in position while /a/ is the only low vowel structure. The diphthong /Oi/ has surprisingly few
phoneme. The phonemes /i, e/ are horizontally con- occurrences as in boy, boil, oyster, etc. The other diph-
trasted with the other three vowel phonemes in terms thong-like vowels are to be interpreted as V + /r/ as in
of non-high and non-low features. near, hair, and tour.

Taking all of this into consideration, we can produce
the following neat constellation,’ which is Table 1:

The productive aspect of the group members in
Table 2 can be illustrated in the following pairs of
words:

Table 1: The Japanese 5-Vowel System

i(:)

e(:)

[II
t

II
a(:)

u(:)

o(:)

Table 1 clearly shows that in Japanese, vowel length
has nothing to do with tongue position or the quality of
the vowel.

However, English vowelschange their phonetic char-
acter when they are shortened or combined. That is to
say, when vowels are shortened, the tongue position
moves toward the central position and the muscular
state of the tongue becomes less tense, or lax. On the
other hand, when vowels are combined, the diphthon-
gal nature of the vowels is revealed. That is, in the
combination of Vl and V2, Vl  becomes stressed and
lengthened while  V2 becomes unstressed and short-
ened, as shown in the following formulation:

V1 --* [+ stress]
I+ long]

v2-t [-  stress]
[-  long]

The reason for including the four diphthongs in the

divine--divinity grave--gravity
reduce--reduction tone--tonic

pronounce---pronunciation south-southern
clean--cleanliness explain--explanatory

describedescription super-supper

Thus, the vowels in Table 2 are to be given special
importance for two reasons. One is that their produc-
tion is now clearly accessible by recognizably slight
changes from their Japanese counterparts. The other is
that morphemically they are closely related to each
other.

Table 2: Interlanguage Approximation
of English Vowel System

.  .1. u:

I U

eI @:r ou

e a V

O:

aI au A(:)

English Consonant Acquisition
in the Interlanguage Model

To grasp the consonantal system of the target lan-
guage, the best approach may be to divide the 24 signifi-
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cant English consonants horizontally and vertically.
The horizontal divisions are made by the organs of

speech involved. They are 1. lips, 2. tongue tip and
blade, 3. the others (velum,  pharyngeal wall,  etc.).

The vertical divisions are made by difference in
distance, as follows:

Distance 0: The articulators contact with each other
(i.e. stops).

Distance 1: Thearticulatorscomeclosetoeachother
to such a degree that they cause friction
(i.e.  fricatives).

Distance 2: Thearticulatorscomeclosetoeachother
but not close enough to cause friction
(i.e. approximants).

The above discussion allows us to produce the fol-
lowing tables:

Table 3. Stops

m n N

P t tS k
b d dZ g

Table 4. Fricatives

f T s S

V D d Z

Table 5. Approximants

1

r

j  w

The Japanese learner of English should be able to
hear the distinctive features of these consonants and
approximate them. The above consonant tables hope-
fully serve to clarify the targets to be assimilated as well
as the relationships among them.

Remaining Problems.
Space limitations prevent the author from proceed-

ing beyond this introduction to interlanguage as an
issue for team teachers in Japanese junior and senior
high schools. Readers who would like to pursue this
topic further are encouraged to explore such related
topics as linking, allophones, syllable structure, assimila-
tion, elision, stress, intonation, variants, and so on. The
author would just like to emphasize here that the
conceptual grasp of English during the developing
interlanguage period helps to facilitate the learners’
acquisition of the natural flow of English speech, and
that mere repetition of the model does not lead to
second language acquisition.
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Team Teaclhing: Icwami

Team Teaching in Shingakuko: A Case
Study of Hachinohe High School

This paper presents some aspects of my two year
cxpcricnce working with school based AETs (assistant
English teachers). Hachinohe High is one of the most
competitive public schools in Aomori Prefecture, with
most students being college bound (such schools are
known as shingakuko). Entrance examination-geared
instruction is the  norm in these schools, with almost
total emphasis in English lessons being placed  on gram-
mar, reading, and translation. In this system, English is
not considered so much a tool for communication as a
medium for mind-stretching exercises.

Problems
It is my impression that in a shingukuko, even an

AET's  one-shot visit could be rather unwelcome. In a
base school  situation the  moreintcnsivc presence of an
AET  is  even  more problematic. As expected, once this
kind of program was implemented in our school, some
problems  discouraged us from team teaching, and this
led to the underutilization of the AET.

The first problem was the vague objective of our
school’s team teaching program. One of the major
objectives  of the JET Program is to intensify our foreign
language  pedagogy. Smith (1988) pointed out that this
vague  objective can and must be adopted or adapted
according to the requirements of each context. Even in
an adopted or adapted version, however, JTEs in a
shingakuko,  realizing that their first priority is to pre-
pare their students for success in their college entrance
examinations, usually cannot find much value in the
contributions of AETs. This kind of situation brought
the following response from a former AET in our

By Ichiro Iwami
Hachinohe High School

before implementing programmes without sufficient
preparation and training for all those concerned
(Phillips,  1990, p.33).

The second problem is the “academic climate” in
which English teaching in our school inevitably takes
place. Our lessons are typically tense, serious, struc-
tured, sometimes demanding and burdensome; and
drills and exercises are carried out with an accuracy-
stressed mentality. On the other hand, in team teaching
we are encouraged to place a high value on the commu-
nicative use of language. Littlewood (1981) argues that:

The most efficient communicator in a foreign lan-
guage is not always the person who is best at manipu-
lating its structures. It is often the person who is most
skilled at processing the complete situation involving
himself and his hearer, taking account of what knowl-
edge is already shared between them..., and selecting
items which will communicate his message effectively.
Foreign language learners need opportunities to de-
velop these  skills, bybeingexposed to situations where
the emphasis is on using their available resources for
communicating meanings as efficiently and economi-
cally as possible. Since these resources are limited, this
may often entail sacrificing grammatical accuracy in
favor of immediate communicative effectiveness (p.4).

In organizing team teaching lessons, the JTEs in our
school were faced with a most difficult dilemma. The
academic climate in a shingukuko simply does not per-
mit us to sacrifice grammatical accuracy in favor of
spontaneous, flexible, creative language use. Neither
does it allow us to indulge in those game-like activities
which arc often introduced by AETs. To those who look

prefecture:
Underlying the

question of the role
of AETs is  the  ambi-
guity surrounding
TEFL philosophy in
Japan. At the mo-
ment English is
taught in the  form of
grammatical formu-
lae necessary for
solving sentence-
structure problems,
not as a means of
communication. Per-
haps Monbusho
should establish a
clear ideology for
languageinstruction

on English learning
as a mind-stretching
exercise, these activi-
ties would seem  to
be “Mickey Mouse“
and therefore inap-
propriate.

The third problem
was related to the or-
ganizationof the cur-
riculum. In our
school, team teach-
ing was introduced
in regular English
lessons without any
special changes to
the curriculum.
Team taught lessons
were conducted by
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the JTEs on a voluntary basis. This meant that the
frequency with which these lessons were conducted
differed from teacher to teacher. This had very real
consequences on the students’ progress through their
textbook. If a teacher team taught more frequently than
other colleagues, his or her students would lag behind
their friends in other classes. Given that all students
deserve equal preparation for the university entrance
tests, this sort of situation is not permissible.

Team Teaching Practice
Despite the above-mentioned constraints, we never-

theless endeavored to find a place for team teaching.
Under these circumstances, I considered the team teach-
ing program to be on the periphery, not at the core, of
my instruction; the JTE presented and focused on teach-
ing points first and then the AET added  supplementary
remarks related to them. In practice, my team teaching
was based on the following three cornerstones.

Three Cornerstones
The first cornerstone was an emphasis on listening

activities. The listening-dominant lesson was thought
to be beneficial because it could help the students
familiarize  themselves with spoken English. As Buck
(1988)  has reported,  a number of colleges have added a
listening test to their entrance examinations. This is
probably the best place for the AET to help college-
bound students’ preparation. In addition, listening ac-
tivities can be paced and controlled by the teacher, and
this potential flexibility of pace management can lead to
the optimal use of time spared for team teaching.

The second cornerstone was the use of textbook re-
lated materials. We were very reluctant to deviate from
the textbook, and endeavored to relate our activities to its
content. We were convinced that this coherence would
be effective for aural comprehension. We also believed
that clinging to the textbook prevented students from
taking language activities lightly.

The third cornerstone was theinclusionofinformation
gap activities. Prabhu (1987) has stated that information
gap activities involve “a transfer of given information
from one person to another-r from one form to an-
other, or from one place to another--generally calling  for
the decoding or encoding of information from or into
language” (p. 46). The major goal of such activities is to
share factual information, and in such a case, success is
measured in terms of whether learners gain access to
facts possessed by others (Littlewood, 1981, pp.32-33).
Communicative situations have to include some kind of
information gap. Based on the textbook materials, we
created information gap activities.

Regular Team-Taught Lesson
Each of my classes was team taught roughly once in

three weeks. Approximately three quarters of one les-
son hour were spent on regular textbook-centered in-
struction, however, with the AET’s  occasional assis-
tance. The AET’s  main role was the provision of “liv-

ing” English, as input for listening practice and as
information relevant to the teaching point. Brumfit
(1984) indicates:

The ideal [fluency listening], probably, would be for
a teacher to include a short spell of narration-a joke, a
story, an anecdote-from the very beginning of the
course as a component of every lesson.... The best
fluency listening will probably be peripheral: the in-
structions through which the teacher organises the
class, the casual remarks which accompany teaching
points but which are not being focussed  on (p.85).

While feeling myself obliged to teach some amount
of the textbook material, I provided the AET with as
many opportunities to speak as possible (e.g. making
an initial oral presentation, giving a direction, asking
questions, giving feedback to students’ work, present-
ing his/her personal episodes, opinions, etc). This sup-
port from the AET was useful enough to spice up even
a lesson of the regular pattern.

The remaining quarter was used for our “home-
made” communicative activities, where the students
had to work toward a definite objective. As mentioned
earlier, these activities were related to the textbook
content and included information gaps. Many were
characterized by one-way information transmission,
and involved minimal oral production or simple non-
verbal response. They were teacher-fronted activities
(see Suzuki & Iwami, 1990).

Listening Session
During the third semester, a special session was

offered to coach third-year students who were to take
universityentranceexaminations with a listening com-
ponent. The main purpose of this session was to extend
the students’ listening repertoire and skills, by expos-
ing them to different types of speech. We first analyzed
the formats of the listening tests used for the past few
years. We then established our categorical criteria as
follows: whether the test is dictation type, (TOEFL or
STEP-like) listening comprehension type, or problem
solving task type; and whether the response required is
description type or  selection type (fordetailed analysis,
see Buck, 1988). Based on these criteria, we composed
drill materials so that the students could be exposed to
various test formats. Each session lasted approximately
one hour, usually consisting of four or five different
tasks or activities.

Conclusion
I will conclude this paper by briefly evaluating my

team teaching practice. Summarizing the students’
responses to thequestionnaireadministered, we found
that they enjoyed listening to “living” English and
interacting with the AET; they felt the instruction more
supportive than usual; they enjoyed game-like activi-
ties; and they liked participating in communicative
activities instead of studying the textbook. It seems that
they were quite satisfied with their exposure to a differ-

(Cont’d  on p. 29.)
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Team  Teachimg:  cL3mxtL,

Traditional, Semi-Traditional and
Non-Traditional Team Teaching in
Japanese Junior High Schools

Team Teaching in the Japanese Context
Team teaching takes many forms throughout the world.

Dudlcy-Evans (1982) and Escorcia (1983) define team
teaching in terms of subject teachers cooperating with L2
teachers. In Japan the term  refers to something quite
different. Minoru Wada,  formerly foreign language cur-
riculum specialist of the Ministry of Education
(Monbusho),  defines it as follows:

Team teaching  is a concerted  endeavor made jointly
by the Japanese teacher of English UTE)  and the
assistant  English teacher  (AET)  in an English lan-
guage classroom in which the students, the JTE and
the AET  arc’ engaged  in communicative activities.

(Brumby  & Wada,  1991, p.6)

AETs’  participation in team teaching seeks, among
other  things, to help promote  the speaking abilities of
JTEs.  The  JET Programme  began in 1987. By 1992 2,874
AETs  were employed  on the programme, including a
small number of French and German  assistant language
teachers (CLARE, 1992, p.168). Many AETs  also work
outside of the classroom assisting with sister city schemes,
and other similar activities.

Emergence of Methodology
The broad scale introduction of team teaching must be

one of the largest international education projects at-
tempted by any government. However, at the time of
writing no official methodology has been formulated by
the Education Ministry to guide AETs  who are assigned
to schools and told to team teach with JTEs (Nozawa,
1992, p.9). The purpose of this paper is first: to suggest
that since the establishment of the programme in 1987
team teaching methodology has emerged in Japan at the
local level; and second, to provide a terminology and
framework for the understanding of this methodology,
differcntiatingbetween methods which will beclassified
as traditional, semi-traditional, and non-traditional.

This paper is based on my observations of team teaching
classes in three junior high schools in a rural town of 14,000
in central Japan. Observations were made of classes taught
by five JTEs  and an American AET who visited classeson a
semi-regular basis over a six-month period. Each JHS En-
glish class had contact with the AET  twice a month.

Textbook Syllabus
Monbusho recommends textbooks designed to enable

students to pass the SHS (senior high school) entrance

Mikel Garant
Kanra Board of Education

exams. Each lesson in these books is centered on a key
sentence which emphasizes a new grammatical point.
Tapes are usually used to teach pronunciation. Sen-
tences are not complex. The structure of the textbook
and the order in which grammatical items are intro-
duced are indicative of grammar translation theory
(Richardson & Rodgers, 1986, pp 3-7) which is preva-
lent in Japan.

The textbook-based syllabus appears to be achieving
its goal in the town observed as 97% of students pass
their SHS entrance exams (Yakuba, 1990, p.1).  How-
ever it does not teach the students to speak English.
lndeed it was not designed to do so, as entrance exami-
nations have no speaking component (Gunma  Seminar
Staff, 1992). In this context, team teaching is intended to
supplement the established text by promoting a more
communicative focus in the classroom.

The Traditional Team Teaching Method
Team teaching methods which produce lessons that

deviate little from thetraditional teacher-centered gram-
mar-translation lesson shall be classified as traditional
team teaching methods. The AET assumes the role of
the tape recorder. This “Human Tape Recorder Effect”
(Yokose, 1989) is not uncommon.

Students in the classes observed had difficulty an-
swering the simplest questions and usually responded
with only memorized patterns.

AET: How are you?
S1: I’m fine, thank you. And you?
AET: How are you today?
S2: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (Confusion)
AET: How are you?
S2: I’m fine, thank you. And you?

(Garant, 1992, p.3)

The students answered the question, What day is
today?, but failed to recognize the word today in a
different context. This behavior was observed in first,
second and third year classes. The slightest spoken
error was quickly corrected by the JTE. Observations at
other schools have led me to conclude that the tradi-
tional team teaching method is the least  effectivemeans
of promoting communication in the classroom. The
reason is that these lessons are not planned with com-
munication in mind.

On the plus side, however, JTE and AET interaction
in these classes did at least provide a positive role
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model of a Japanese person communicating with a
native English speaker. The presence of the AET in the
classroom generated interest in English, and students
were exposed to a native accent.

The JTEs in the case study who used the traditional
team teaching method did so because they were inse-
cure about their own English ability. Following the
textbook and a set pattern during every lesson re-
duced the possibility that they would misunderstand
the AET and be embarrassed in front of the class.
Cominos (1990) further suggests that many JTEs pre-
fer this method because they believe that it is the best
way to teach under present conditions. These teachers
believe that a focus on communicative activities does
not help students pass the entrance exams and is
therefore pointless until more reforms are initiated.

Theoretically, the AET can inject communicative
principles into the classroom by deviating from the
lesson  plan. In this case, however, such a response
would quite likely have negative results. In a poll of 25
AETs,  4 had tried this and subsequently taught sepa-
rately from their JTEs.  This “breakdown situation”
caused  the JTEs to lose face and allowed the students
to see that their JTE role model could not communicate
with and/or relate to native English speakers.

Such situations could be avoided if traditional team
teaching was explained to incoming AETs.  Rather
than doing this, AET orientations tend to stress ideals
and general topics. This promotes unrealistic expecta-
tions on the part of AETs.  Indeed it may be a principal
cause of the breakdowns which continue to take place
on the programme. If Monbusho’s goal is to use AETs
to drive grammar-translation teachers from the sys-
tem, then  this should be explained to AETs  before  they
accept their contracts. Ambiguity results in ineffective
teaching and stress for all parties involved.

In this case study, the traditional method was used by
one JTE 100% of the time and by two others occasionally.

The Semi-Traditional Team Teaching Method
The term semi-traditional team teaching method is used

to describe lessons in which material from the text-
book is combined with activities which encourage
students to communicate in English. Example outlines
of semi-traditional lesson plans follow:

Plan A Introduction
Game or Communication Activity
Model Reading of Textbook
New Words
Read Repeat
Explanation of Text in Japanese

Plan B Introduction
Game or Communication Activity
Dialogue or Gap Exercise Activity based on
Textbook
Explanation and Pattern Practice
Pair work or other Student-Centered  Activity

Plan C  Introduction
Warm Up
Activity based on Communication
Listening Exercise based on Textbook
Activity based on Textbook, focussing on
Reading, Writing or Speaking

Semi-traditional methodology tends to incorporate
communication in the syllabus of the course by pro-
moting cooperation between the JTE and AET in team
teaching activities. Introductions usually include the
AET eliciting responses from the students in English to
random questions. For example:

AET: How do you feel today?
S1 : I feel hungry.
AET: Who feels hungry?
Students who are hungry raise hands.
AET: How do you feel today?
S2 : I feel sleepy.
AET: Who feels sleepy?
Students who are sleepy raise hands.

(Garant, 1992, p.3)

Random questions not only warm the students up
but also familiarize them with the AET’s  accent and
speaking style. The students must exercise listening
and speaking skills. They must also communicate with
the AET. In the event the student does not understand
the question, the JTE assists.

JTEs  who prefer this method tend to be more com-
fortable with their  English and with an AET in their
classrooms. A more productive teaching environment
is created for the promotion of communicative abilities
as the lessons are more learner centered. Correction
was observed to be at a minimum and students re-
sponded by attempting to talk in English.

In this case study, one JTE used this method 100% of
the time while two others used it occasionally.

Non-Traditional Team Teaching Method
The non-traditional team teaching method is charac-

terized by the absence of the textbook or textbook-
dictated grammatical points during the team taught
lesson. It takes a variety of forms, but usually centers
around activities that promote communication between
the AET, the JTE, and the students. Activities in the
non-traditional classroom may include students listen-
ing to a lecture given by an AET based on cultural
information about the AET’s  home country, for ex-
ample: holiday themes, comparative lifestyle discus-
sions, and comparisons of different traditions. The
students are then given time to ask questions. Also,
students can be given an authentic material to work
with, such as a TV schedule from the newspaper.
Students then ask and answer  questions in a pair work
activity. Students in the classes I observed expressed
interest in these subjects and tended to communicate
using whatever means available.
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This method  was used by JTEs who were more
confident in their own English ability. Their motivation
for organizing such lessons was a desire to. promote
their students’ interest  in English and in the non-
Japanese aspects of the AET. One weakness of the non-
traditional approach however, is that it does not cover
the  textbook. On the other hand, it forces students to
USC a l l  the  English at their disposal which, inevitably,
does come from the textbook.

The non-traditional team teaching method was used
by one JTE in the case study 100% of the time and by two
others  occasionally.

Conclusion
These three methodologies are each effective in their

own way. The traditional team teaching method helps
JTEs who lackconfidencein their English to find a place
within the team teaching system.  The semi-traditional
method works for more secure teachers, while the non-
traditional  method  may be popular among those who
like to experiment and try new ideas.

In terms of the promotion of communicative compe-
tencc, the traditional team teaching method, with its
focus on traditional grammar-translation teaching tech-
niques, was found to be the least  effective. JTEs in their
forties were not taught spoken English during their
teacher training (Nozawa, 1992, p.9).  While these teach-
crs remain in the system, this method will continue to
bc used.  In ten or fifteen years, however, it may fadeout
as the  older  teachers retire.

Semi-traditional and non-traditional methods were
effective in achieving Monbusho’s goal of increased
communication in the classroom. The most effective
use of team  teaching was in fact a mixture of these two
methods. Students in these situations communicated
more than those who were exposed exclusively to
either one or the other method.

Because the wide-scale introduction of team teach-
ing began  as recently as 1987, it is still too early to
dctcrminc its full impact in Japaneseclassrooms. Hope-
fully, however, as teachers gain more and more expo-
sure to native speakers through team teaching on the
JET Programmc, they will develop into more accom-
plished foreign language instructors. When this hap-
pens  there will probably be far less need fdr AETs or
t e a m  t e a c h i n g .  Until this time, however, team teaching
can and will provide the verbal  skills needed for more

communication in the foreign language classrooms of
Japanese secondary schools.
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(Cont’d  from p.23.)

ent type of English instruction. In this respect my team
teaching was successful.

On the other hand, many students pointed out that
the lesson proceeded slowly and that we did not cover
sufficient material. The lesson could have been more
challenging. How then should we adjust our team
teaching lesson in order to satisfy the students’ capac-
ity for learning? What would an ideal type of team
teaching for college-bound students be like? Should we
develop a type of team teaching through which these
students can actively improve their communicative
skills? Or should we concentrate on the refinement of
the kind of team teaching that I performed: one which
pas s i v e l y  hopes for the development of communicative
skills, by providing (either spoken or written) input,
while the main emphasis of the lesson continues to be
placed on grammar and translation? If the JET Pro-
gram is to succeed in the shingakuko context, a great deal
of research is required in this area.
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Content Follows Form:
The Importance of Lesson Planning in the
Team Teaching Classroom

C onvcntional wisdom says that form follows
content. The notion is that until you know
what kind of picture you want to frame, you

will not know what size frame to USC. The content of
anything has a direct effect on the shape something
takes. There are occasions, however, when it is more
prudent to operate on a content follow form  basis. The
form determines  the content it can accommodate. And
so it is with teaching. It is easy to look at the lesson
materials-content-and decide how you are going to
present  it. “It will take the students fifteen minutes to
read  this paragraph and answer the comprehension
questions” (Case 1). “I will explain these two grammar
points” (Case 2). “They can write a thank-you note for
homework"  (Case 3).

What arc the educational goals represented in such
planning? If the language examples given above come
from a language classroom, WC can assume that  we
want the students to learn more about the language.
But I would argue that more careful consideration is
required. In terms of Case 7, I would ask: comprehen-
sion of what: the main ideas or the details? If we are
interested in the main ideas, then do the comprehen-
sion questions focus on the main ideas-or details? If
WC want the students to comprehend the details, then
for what purpose? Are there important linguistic struc-
tures used to express the detail-r is there no corre-
lation between the details of content and the language
we  are teaching?

In the second  case, how will the students use our
grammar explanation? Is this the first time they have
heard  these explanations or is this a review of previous
material? If this is the first presentation, will thry be
given further examplesof the grammar being used and
be allowed to practice using it themselves? How will
we find out if they understand the meaning contained
in the grammar points? How will we know if the
students can use these points accurately in language
they generate themselves?

In the third case, will we evaluate the thank-you note
on the basis of correct correspondence form or correct
language use--or  both? Do the students know the basis
on which their notes will be evaluated? If the students
arc expected to produce a thank-you note written in
correct form, in what way is this a language lesson--
what is the language focus? And if we evaluate the
language usage, when do the students receive instruc-
tion on the linguistic elements they are expected to use

by Gwen Ellyn Nordquist
Tokyo Metropolitan Kokusai High School

correctly?
It seems important to first determine the form in

which we teachers want our efforts to take, then to
determine the content that will complete that form.
Another way of saying this is that if we do not know
exactly what teaching goals we want to reach, we will
relinquish some possibilities of reaching those goals
because we may not suit the content to them. Multiply
this possible loss of control by two and you can begin
to see the potential for ineffectiveness in a team teach-
ing classroom.

So far 1 have been talking about pedagogical reasons
why we teachers should focus on the form of education
we are providing before we decide what content we
should present to students and how we should do so.
Now let us take a look at the human reasons why team
teachers should focus on form before content. The
reasons I am going to discuss are culture based, so
please allow me to over-generalize here in order to
avoid a lengthy discussion which would carry us too
far from our target.

First, I would observe that Japanese teachers and
their native speaker counterparts adhere to different
definitions of education. In general-and this is very
general-Japanese students are considered educated if
they have been presented a certain body of content and
they can produce that content on demand. Applying
the content, extrapolating from it, analyzing and syn-
thesizing it are not so important in Japanese culture
because each educated adult is, so to speak, a utility
player on the social team, and might be asked to do
many kinds of work and social activities which do not
stem directly from the content they have been taught.
In comparison, students from English-speaking coun-
tries (and probably also other countries) are considered
educated if they have been presented a body of content
and are able to reproduce it, apply it, and extend it in
their everyday adult life. They are expected to become
specialists, not utility players, so what they can do with
their knowledge is important. Their ability to extend
beyond content into areas of new application arc more
valued than their flexibility within all possible groups.

A second cultural difference is that JTE  and AET
have  different expectations of teacher and student be-
haviors. Japanese teachers are expected to present a
highly uniform body of content to students in an effi-
cient and orderly manner. Their students are expected
to listen respectfully to their presentation and, when
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asked, reproduce that content. On the other hand,
English-speaking teachers are expected to present a
generally identified body of content but enjoy rather
wide latitude on how they do so. They may lecture,
present activities, drill, individualize, make sub-groups
within the total class, expand the curriculum-what-
ever it takes to interest the students in the content and
present the most comprehensive and enriched curricu-
lum possible. The students, in turn, are expected to be
flexible learners and function effectively in many class-
room environments and learning formats and-be-
yond the classroom-continue to exhibit the flexible
behaviors and application of the basic content in their
everyday life.

The third important difference between team teach-
ing partners is that they measure learning in different
ways. Japanese teachers seem mainly to rely on stan-
dardized exercises or examinations as valid measure-
ment of content. Some non-standardized assignments
are given, but they are often not  strictly or thoroughly
graded as important measurements of learning and
seem  often to be graded “on a curve.” However, teach-
ers in English-speaking countries, for example, rely on

“wheels within wheels“ when they measure learning.
Student participation while practicing and discussing
content gives way to the broader arena of homework
which precedes measurement through quizzes which
are merely preparation for major exams which tell
whether or not the students are ready to score well on
standardized tests. Whew!

With differences such as these, how, then, do two
people enter the same classroom to function as a team
when they have not first provided for differences in
their assumptions, knowledge bases, training (or lack
of it in some native speaker “teachers”), skills, and
expectations of each other? My dictionary says that one
definition of a team is: any group organized to work
together. So, how do we teachers get organized? I
believe we use a standardized format called a lesson
plan which contains all the elements necessary for both
teachers to see what the teaching and measurement
goals of each lesson (unit/term/year) are and how
each teacher contributes towards meeting those goals.
What might such a form look like? The one below is
only one way of doing it,  but take a careful look. Can
you find your classroom in here?

I

’ Key:
Language: Grammar, Vocabulary, Usage, Comprehension

Organization: Entire Class, Small Group, Individual, Teams

Activity Mechanism Measurement Follow-up?

Review

Preview

Language
Structure

Practice

Production

Where is --: 2 teams - Score points Combine with today’s
classroom hunt structure
T U U

Pantomime: J to E Use E vocabulary
Vocab.
I  C
What is - doing?
- is/are -ing.

C G

Magazine pictures -
write sentences
S C

Same teams & pictures Keep score Same pattern - add
-how many new verbs
sentences? T V
T U
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It is hoped that you can see the “tour guide” quality
of this kind of planning. At a glance both teachers
should be able to see where they have been, where they
plan to go next, how they are planning to get there, and
how they will know when they have arrived.

The actual format of a lesson plan is not cast in stone.
Each teacher and each teaching team has its own person-
ality and should develop its own format. The important
thing to remember is that whatever you design, keep it
simple! If it is simple, it is more likely to be completed
before each lesson is given. If it  is simple, it is more likely
to be clear when used. When the teacher--or, in our case,
teachers--know where they are going, then the students
can relax and enjoy a well-planned trip. No bumps, no
jolts, no getting lost, no grinding to a halt.

So, back to our initial premise. There are times-and
teaching may be one of them-when it is wise for
content to follow form. If we as teachers make a habit of
plotting each lesson on a simple format such as the one
I have shown you here, we can make visible what our

personal concept of education is, the kinds of teacher
and student behaviors we expect during the process of
teaching and learning, and the means by which we will
measure the learning accomplished. All of these class-
room dynamics are readily available within the form,
and if dynamics are missing or imbalanced, we can see
that at a glance and make changes in the lesson’s
content to provide a purposeful, well-rounded lesson.

In a team teaching classroom, then, the lesson plan
becomes a major communication tool between the two
teachers. Not only does it tell each of us what we are
going to accomplish together (and how) but it also
communicates the implied educational theories, strat-
egies, methods, and goals which will be used. Since the
two of us are the products of two different cultures and
two different educational systems we may or may not
agree on everything within the form. But the content is
no longer implicit, so we can now begin to dialog about
the differences in our perception and experiences sim-
ply by discussing the actual lesson plan.

__  -----^”
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Team 7G%xihimg: KawamMra  & snoss

Japanese English Teachers and the
JET Program: A Survey Report

I n the past year, The Language Teacher has featured a
number  of articles concerning the JET Program.
These have focusscd primarily on problems con-

fronting native English speaking AETs  (assistant En-
glish teachers), with little information having been
provided from a JTE (Japanese teacher of English)
pcrspcctive. Given, however, that the success of team
teaching  (TT)  depends to a great extent on whether
AETs  and Japanese teachers can form an effective
teaching partnership, we report here  on the results of a
survey of JTEs who were involved in team teaching in
34 high schools in Ishikawa Prefecture in 1991.1 Al-
though the rather narrow base of this study precludes
us from interpreting its findings as any way represen-
tative of JTEs as a whole, as a case study it does provide
a number  of insights into JTE attitudes towards team
teaching and AETs.

AETs  Lack Professional Qualifications and
Experience

79.4% of AETs  working at the schools involved in the
survey were said by JTEs to have no teaching qualifica-
tions or any prior teaching experience. Furthermore,
concerning the AETs’  college majors, 82.4% of the AETs
majored in subjects not directly related to teaching
English as a foreign language. Interestingly, JTEs re-
ported in the survey that none of the AETs majored in
linguistics or Japanese studies. Putting aside the ques-
tion of whether AETs  need formal teaching qualifica-
tions, it is clear that the Japanese teachers consider the
lack of them to be noteworthy.

Preparation for the Team Teaching Class
The Japanese teachers stated that 83.3% of TT classes

were preceded by joint preparation carried out by AET
and JTE. Only 3% of classes were said to involve no
preparation  at all. Although these figures probably
include a degree of tatamae (meaning that they may
partly include the JTEs’  attempt to give the expected
answer rather than the true situation), they also point to
considerable pre-class consultation between AETs  and
JTEs.  On the other hand, the fact that 79.9% of JTEs
surveyed said that they had not determined a fixed
time for pre-class preparation points perhaps to the
difficulty in finding time for joint preparation within
the busy high school schedule.

Teaching Materials
It was reported that 47.3% of TT classes used Monbusho

(Japanese Education Ministry) authorized texts. 21.6%
of classes were said to use textbooks published outside

by Yoshiharu Kawamura and Colin Sloss
Seiryo High School

Japan, while the remaining classes used other materi-
als, primarily photocopies, often unrelated to themes
covered in the regular textbooks. These figures suggest
that the regular English textbooks are often considered
inappropriate or too difficult for TT classes. This fact
alone might well be interpreted, by some JTEs,  as
evidence  that TT classes are quite unrelated to the
regular Monbusho textbook based English classes. Fur-
thermore, although accustomed to using the standard
textbooks in their English classes, JTEs may find it
difficult to use familiar material in an unfamiliar team
teaching situation.

Testing and Evaluation of Team Teaching
As testing and evaluation of students is frequently

and rigorously carried out in Japanese high schools,
the extent to which this is also true of TT classes is
obviously of significance. In 52.2% of cases, TT classes
were said to be tested as an independent or distinct
part of the schools’ fixed examinations. 11.6% of team
teaching was tested only during the regular class
period, while in 33.3% of cases it seems that no real
testing of team teaching took place at all. Concerning
the testing, it was reported that 42.5% involved some
form of listening test.

Language Used in the Team Teaching Classes
Although just 3% of TT classes used English only in

class, in 65.2% of cases the JTEs claimed that they used
English as much as possible. In 27.3% of TT  classes it
was said that AETs  only used English and the JTEs only
used Japanese. The JTEs reported that AETs  used Japa-
nese occasionally in only 3% of cases.

Reactions of the Students
According to the JTEs,  students can both generally

understand and actively participate in the TT  classes in
only 15.2% of cases. In 60.6% of cases they can appar-
ently understand and respond to questions if called
upon, while in 10.6% of cases they were said to be able
to understand but did not respond. In only 4.5% of
cases it was claimed that they could not understand.
The passivity of Japanese students in class is, of course,
not confined to TT, and Japanese teachers might be less
surprised by these figures than foreign teachers.

Conclusion
The results of the survey indicate that there is at

present considerable cooperation between JTEs and
AETs  in the preparation and conduct of TT classes. In
particular, it appears that JTEs involved in team teach-
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ing are conscious of the importance of joint pre-class
preparation. Unfortunately, in the majority of cases
there seems to be no fixed time set aside for  such
preparation. One of the reasons for this may be that
other teachers, particularly those involved in making
class schedules, may not fully appreciate the need for
such preparation time. Ideally, TT classes (usually
three classes per day for AETs) should  be carried out in
the second, fourth, and sixth (last) periods. This would
allow the preceding periods free  to allow the JTE and
AET time to jointly prepare for the following class.

The results of the survey also point to a number of
other problem areas. These include the difficulty of
finding suitable teaching materials for TT classes, and
the need to somehow assess the progress of students in
TT classes. Nevertheless, provided that team teachers
have adequate opportunity for pre-class joint prepara-
tion, it  seems  likely that effective solutions to many of
these problems can be found.

1
N o t e

A survey conducted by English teachers of Terai  Senior High
School and published in Eiken Kaishi (29), 1992 (Journal of the
Ishikawa  High School Enghsh Teachers’ Association).

Yoshiharu Kawamura is a JTE and Colin Sloss is the AET in
Seiyo Senior High School, Ishikawa-ken. Copies of the
survey are available from the authors upon request.
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Six Aspects of a Successful Team
Teaching Program

0 vcr the past several years, there has been an
effort  on the part of Japanese institutions to
“internationalize” by introducing foreign in-

structors into the classroom in various team teaching
programs, including the Japan Exchange and Teaching
(JET) Program. As part of this trend, the Language
Institute of Japan (LIOJ)  in Odawara was asked  by the
local Board of Education to implement a junior high
team teaching project in 1988.

The Board of Education requested that students de-
velop cultural awareness of other countries through
the medium of English, and that classes be unique in
execution  and conducted differently from existing pro-
grams which focus on text-based language training,
such as the JET Program. LIOJ  felt that these goals met
with its own philosophy of developing individuals,
both students and teachers, using English as a means to
promote greater cultural awareness and sensitivity.
The Odawara City Junior High School International
Understanding Program started in 1988 with one school
and has expanded  over the years to presently include
seven  schools.1

The procedure followed by LIOJ  is but one of many
ways of administering a team teaching project. This
article describes six important points which most con-
tribute to the success of the program, factors which
may be applicable to the JET Program and other team-
teaching  projects. They are:

I. a comprehensive manual describing the program
Il. established lesson plans based on an interactive

philosophy
III. the principle of equal participation by teachers
IV. scheduled  time for lesson preparation (“open pe-

riod”)
V. a system of class observation and teacher  devel-

o p m e n t
VI. concentration  on junior high first grade

I. Program Manual
During the  third year of the  program, teachers and

administrators felt the time had come to clarify policy
and existing procedures. A team of LIOJ  staff, includ-
ing both teachers and administrators, worked together
to compile what eventually became the comprehensive
team teaching manual for the program.

The first draft was submitted to participating schools
and the City Board of Education for their suggestions
and, after revision, meetings were scheduled at each
school to go over the manual in detail. In addition to a
description of the program’s history and goals, the

by Jim Kahny, Denise Olivieri and Don Maybin
Language Institute of Japan

manual includes general policy for the following areas:
l conditions for participation
l team teaching philosophy
l expectations for schools
l orientation for students
l teaching schedules
l lesson plans
l scheduled time for lesson preparation
l classroom management
l disciplinary procedures

The manual is updated as circumstances change in
the  program from year to year. It  has been a valuable
tool for unifying the expectations of LIOJ,  the Board of
Education, and participating schools, and for codifying
the important issues involved in the program.

II. Lesson Plans

The team teaching manual describes LIOJ’s lesson
plan philosophy. The goals of the program-inter-
cultural, linguistic, communicative, and behavioral-
arc to beaccomplished through interactivelesson plans.
Basic lesson plan principles are explained, including
the specific goals for a lesson, the stages of the lesson
(input, reinforcement, application), and other aspects
of lesson planning (e.g. progression from group to
individual, from listening to speaking).

When the program was conceived by the Board of
Education and LIOJ, it was decided that, while the
course should use the medium of English to develop
cultural awareness of other countries, it should not
focus on text-based language training. The use of
textbooks in International Understanding classes has
never been a requirement and, hence, teachers have
the freedom to create lessons which meet the goals of
the program rather than cover specific material or
prepare students for an exam. Cultural awareness in
students can be developed through such activities as
board games, international music, and cultural infor-
mation quizzes. International Understanding lesson
plans, however, frequently incorporate linguistic ma-
terial (grammar, vocabulary) from the Mombusho  text
and build on the English that the students are learning
in their regular English classes. The lesson plans arc
cross-rcfcrcnced with the school textbook should the
Japanese teachers of English (JTEs) wish to connect the
material to what they are doing in their regular En-
glish classes.

LIOJ teachers have assumed the responsibility of
planning lessons and creating necessary classroom
materials. However, JTEs’ input in this process is
actively solicited. A set of field-tested lesson plans is
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distributed to each school at the beginning of the
academic year. After four introductory lessons, JTEs
select which lessons they would like to team teach
from among those on file. Once taught, LIOJ teachers
and JTEs discuss and revise the ‘plans. JTEs seem to
appreciate the fact that the bulk of the responsibility
for planning International Understanding classes is
not on their shoulders.

III. Equal Participation of Teachers
Although LIOJ teachers are primarily responsible

for preparing lessons and materials, once in the class-
room, instructional style is based on the philosophy of
equal participation of both teachers. Roles are not
prescribed in the plans. Prior to the lesson, the two
teachers decide on which responsibilities they will
assume for each activity in the plan. There is no task-
be it pronunciation, explanation, class management,
and so on-which is strictly the domain of one teacher
or the other.

Team-taught classes should be enjoyable for teach-
ers and students alike and enjoyment is enhanced if
everyone is involved. The team teaching manual de-
scribes the optimal approach to team teaching as the
“interactive approach, " in which both teachers share
meaningful roles. Furthermore, there is active partici-
pation not only between the JTE and LIOJ teacher, but
also with and between students. The concept of equal
participation is key to one of the program’s behavioral
goals, that is, that any Japanese learner can interact
comfortably in English with a person from another
culture. The JTE, by interacting comfortably with the
LlOJ teacher, serves as a positive role model for the
students. The message received is: “If sensei  can do it,
I can too!”

IV. Open Periods
In order to have interactive classes in which both

teachers are equal partners, thorough preparation is
needed. To facilitate this, a full school period (usually
second period) is scheduled for JTEs and  LIOJ teachers
to meet before classes (usually third, fourth, and some-
times fifth periods). Prior to the scheduling of this
“open period”, both teachers were required to find a
mutually convenient time to meet. This was often
difficult.

By scheduling the open period for the JTE and the
LIOJ  teacher, the City Board of Education has officially
acknowledged the fact that lesson preparation for two
teachers takes  time and should be scheduled during
the school period immediately prior to the team taught
classes. During the  open period, the teachers have the
chance to thoroughly discuss the day’s plan and the
responsibilities each will assume. They also have the
chance to develop their professional and personal
relationships.

The team teaching manual outlines, in order of
priority, how open periods should be used. The first
three uses are:

l to review the day’s plan to both teachers‘
satisfaction

l to preview the following week’s plan to both
teachers’ satisfaction

l to prepare additional materials for International
Understanding classes

When the above steps have been completed, the
open period can be used for LIOJ teachers to interact
with students and non-JTE staff, or for LIOJ teachers to
attend school assemblies. Alternate proposals for use
of the open period are welcome if arranged in advance.

JTEs and LIOJ teachers have clear guidelines to fol-
low for the use of their scheduled time together. This is
appreciated by both parties. In addition, the LIOJ teacher
is free from the stress of not having a defined role.2

V. Observation and Training
One of the strong points of the International Under-

standing Program has  been its continuity.  During ori-
entation, new LIOJ teachers are able to observe experi-
enced teachers and, thus, feel more confident when
they begin teaching with their JTE partners. Japanese
and Western education systems are quite different and
this “easing in” period allows LIOJ teachers to observe,
discuss, and assimilate the differences. The trainee also
has a chance to observe the interaction between team
teachers, students, and between teachers and students.

There are also frequent opportunities during the
school year for LIOJ teachers to observe other Interna-
tional Understanding classes and provide feedback to
their colleagues. A teacher can get new ideas, inspira-
tion, and reassurance from seeing another’s approach.

Likewise, JTEs who have been associated with the
program over a period of time can orient new JTEs to
the program, thereby maintaining continuity on both
sides. Perhaps due in part to the frequency with which
LIOJ  teachers observe each other’s classes, there has
been increasing acceptance among JTEs to observe
their colleagues’ classes as well. In addition, videotap-
ing as a means of reflecting on the dynamics of team
teaching has received widespread support.

There are advantages to being based at a language
institute that has its own in-house program. Each term,
LIOJ team teachers teach a class in the LIOJ Commu-
nity Program for local residents, and are exposed to
different curricula and techniques from which to gather
ideas for team teaching classes. A variety of resources
are available at the institute and LIOJ teachers can also
share ideas with their in-house co-workers.

VI. First Grade
The final aspect which has influenced the success of

the International Understanding Program is the fact that
it is conducted mainly in first-year classes.3 In the early
stages of the program, each school had its own schedule
of different grades to  teach. Once having taught all levels,
both JTEs and LIOJ teachers came to the conclusion that
it is easier to coordinate preparation, revision and train-
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ing  i f  the  program focused on a  s ingle  level .  In  addi t ion ,
first-year students are the most receptive to a new,
interactive classroom approach. English can be  intro-
duced as  a  means to  communicate  with people .  Students
become  accus tomed to  Engl i sh-on ly  c lasses  and  par t i c i -
pa te  wholehear ted ly  in  ac t iv i t i es  us ing  express ions  such
as Pardon? and What does that mean? when they do not
understand.  Concentrating on first grade has proven
successfu l  as  ins t ruc tors  have  been  able  to  focus  the i r
efforts on creating lessons for that age and level. In
addition, all public school students in the city will even-
tua l ly  have  the  chance  to  par t ic ipa te  in  the  In terna t iona l
Understanding Program.

Conclusion
The LIOJ Team-Teaching Program is by no means

perfect .  In  a  program of  this  nature involving so many
people  there  is always  potent ia l  for  misunders tandings
and dif ferences  of  opinion.  St i l l ,  a  recent  survey points
to general student satisfaction4 and JTEs  and LIOJ
teachers have found the program mutually rewarding.

This success has been achieved by clarifying our
policy in the manual, creating plans that teachers and
studen tscan  par t i c ipa te in  and  en joy ,g iv ingboth  t each-
ers meaningful classroom roles, scheduling time for

teachers  to  meet ,  a l lowing for  ongoing observat ion  and
t ra in ing ,  and  concen t ra t ing  on  younger  s tuden t s .  Whi le
not  a l l  o f  these  organiza t ional  pr inc ip les  may be  su i ted
to  the  var ious  team teaching  pro jec ts  a round the  coun-
try,  including JET, certain of them may prove beneficial
in providing direction for a more positive, productive
teaching experience for both JTEs and AETs  in other
team teaching programs.

Notes
1Three LIOJ teachers and the program supervisor, working with

Japanese teachers, cover a total of thirty five classes per week at
the seven schools.

2This  stress is described in Voci-Reed, E. (1991). Adjusting to life as
an AET in a Japanese junior high school. The Language Teacher, 15
(12),  11-13.

3LIOJ  teachers continue to do one-shot lessons in second and third
grades.

4In a survey conducted at the end of the 1991-92  school year, 82% of
all first-year students responded yes to the question, Did you enjoy
having a Japanese and non-Japanese teacher together in class? 79% of
all first-year students responded yes to the question, Do you think
next year's first-grade students should have team-teaching classes?

Jim Kahny is Supervisor of the LlOJ International Under-
standing Program. Before joining LIOJ, Denise Olivieri
was an AET on the JET Program. Don Maybin is the
Director of LIOJ.

GET YOUR HANDS ON

0
A MACINTOSH!!

Best 1 JALT-CATENA Education Program

Through the JALT-CATENA Education Program, any JALT member can purchase Apple Computer products at
special prices from the ComputerLand  shops specified by CATENA.

W 25% discount from the standard retail price  for the LC II Classic  II and Power Book models.
i 30% discount for all models except the  LC II Classic II and Power Book

Simple & Best, Macintosh!!

CAlENAcow.
2-10-24, SHIOMI. KOTO-KU. TOKYO. 135

For more information please call Toll Free 0120-332255

Classic I I

The Apple name and logo are registered  trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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CINEX School Curriculum
~:l8bKWJilll  TO SILVER SCREENI

COMMUNICATIVE VIDEO TECHNIQUES

CINEX Features:
W 100% accurate English subtitles
n Open caption dialogues-need no extra equipment
H Conversations for study at any pace-simply freezeframe
W On-screen time display for easy access

Text Components:
For Teachers-
n A comprehensive Teachers Manual*
W English-subtitled CINEX videotape
n Unsubtitled original tape
For Students-
n English-subtitled CINEX videotape
n Attractive Worksheet Book
n CINEX Mini-dictionary Guide

*Teachers Manual (In three sections)
@ Communicative Video Techniques

(A-Z Menu of 100 Techniques &  Terms)
@ Step  by  s tep  Teaching Guide
@ Worksheets with Answers

First Release Titles for 1992

CINEMA ENGLISH EXERCISE

*Conven ient  T ime Code
1

* Easy  to  fo l low
English Subtitle

Sony Pictures Entertainment (Japan) Inc.
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hymn Granger and Digby Beaumont
h the specific needs of Japanese students i n  mind, American
neration  has been created around a carefully developed grammar
labus. It provides communicative  language practice  and encourages

E a c h level consists of a Student’s Book, Workbook and two cassettes. A
mprhensive  Teachers Book provides classroom flexibility  through

extra ideas on warmups, further practice activities and progress tests.

Colin Granger and Digby  Beaumont have worked together on several
Heinemann publications.  Colin Granger is particularly wellknown in  Japan
as the author of Play Games with English.  HIS visits  are always popular
with teachers throughout the country

itun.u~~accucta
~-b-w

Levels 3 and 4 coming soon!

An integrated multi-skill syllabus gives
students practice in all skills while

following a carefully organized
structural progression of achievable

language.

A clear layout makes it easy for
students to follow each page and

encourages a sense of rapid progress.
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A problem-solving approach to
learning motivates students through
games, quizzes, puzzles and other
task-orientated activities.

Varied and imaginative material
stimulates student interest with a wide
choice of characters, topics and
styles.

Comprehensive leacher’s Books
provide classroom flexibility through
extra ideas on warm-ups, further
practice  activities and progress tests.



David Paul “Teaching Japanese Children Effectively” 2.00pm  Room 903

Colin  Gronger “Motivating with the Metaplan”  2.00pm  Room 902

Colin  Gronger “Seven problem Areas of English Gral o 3.00pm  Room 1630

David Peoty  “Teachir 1:  A Systematic Approach”  4.00pm  Room 142 1

David Paul “How to Use Finding Out Effectively” I O.OOom  Room 1 124

Bole  andJones “Get Your Students Hooked on Books!” 1 I .OOam  Room 1421

Co/in  Gronger “Observing Effective Language Learning” 2.00pm  Room 1626

David Paul “Games and  Songs Which Work with Japanese Children” 3.00pm  Room 1630

Armstrong and Boyd  “How to Pass the TOEFL  and Learn English” lO.OOam  Room 1627

Colin Gronger “Motivating with American Generation” 1 O.OOam  Room 14 14

David Paul “Motivating Japanese Children to Read  and Write” 1 .OOpm Room 1626

Co/in  Gronger “Blackboard Drawing: A Most Useful Technique” 1 .OOpm  Room 14  14

See you there!
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G#EEN
.+,-  BOOK

‘Colourful,  handsome, vigorous, and packed with information,
ideas and stimulus for action - very attractive.’ The Guardian

OVER 120 000 COPIES SOLD

‘Jw.

For further information,

Contact: v

Rentacolor  Japan Ltd.

Telephone:03-3433-4375 v

Facsimile : 03-3435-0253
Address:l-21-4, Hamamatsu-cho,

Minato-ku, Tokyo 7105

Rainforests - Stop the destruction.

The Greenhouse Effect - How we can slow it down

Our towns - Make them cleaner places.

Our wildlife - How we can protect it.

Recycling - Less waste - the key to our future.

m=aB O O K S for ESL students- - -





Linguaphone Presents

om Use
Low Intermediate

S P E A K I N G  F I R S T L I S T E N I N G  F I R S T
0 Each lesson offers students varied l Listening tasks for both global and

and extensive practice with target intensive listening, and a speaking
structures and vocabulary. pairwork  section

0 Two cassettes ¥4800 (¥4660 plus tax) 0 Two cassettes ¥4800 (¥4660 plus tax)
Intermediate

SPEAKING LISTENING
0 Focuses on the use of English in l Tasks provide students practice in

everyday situations. developing their listening skills neces-
l 16 lessons contain ample material for sary for understanding conversations

speaking  and listening practice. l Practical topics as time, weather,
0 Two cassettes ¥48OO (¥4660 plus tax) hobbies, music and leisure activities.

READING
0 The 20

l  Two cassettes ¥4800 (¥4660 plus tax)

chapters cover a wide range WRITING
of topics and focus comparing and 0 Focuses on the importance of
contrasting Britain, America and Japan. accuracy in writing by concentrating

l Each chapter  also includes compre- on high frequency  errors in grammar,
hension  questions and exercises. spelling and rhetorical devices.

Upper Intermediate

Paragraphs that Communicate The Snoop  Detective School
(Reading and Writing Paragraphs) Conversation Book

l 10 chapters introduce students to l Conversation book based on
ten basicorganizing ideas. information gaps and role playing

0 Abundant examples presented in each l Creative exchange of information,
chapter explain an idea and show game-like task book

9c
how a paragraph is organized. 0 Two cassettes ¥4800 (¥4660 plus tax)

----c--------Ic-------------- - - -,
t
I
I

I[
I
i Linguaphone Japan

1I - 12, AKASAKA 1-CHOME
1 MINATO-KU, TOKYO 107

I TEL: TOKYO (03) 3585-3521

I-
FAX: TOKYO (03) 3585-7840 .

-----------mm

Free Sample Copy Request
Please send me a free inspection copy of (please check) i

7 SPEAKING  FIRST q SPEAKING 0 WRITING
I

0 Paragraphs that Communicate 1

1 LISTENING  FIRST q LISTENING q READING  q The Snoop  Detective School
Conversation Book

I
I

NAME I
I

ADDRESS I
I

TELEPHONE NUMBER ( ) I
_------------ - - - -
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ACADEMIC READING?
THE NAME TO REMEMBER IS HBJ
A beginning reader for students of A high beginning/low intermediate ESL
English as a Second Language r e a d e r
Patricia Ackert Students’ Book 208pp. ¥1,900 Patricia Ackert
Answerkeky ¥4,700 Cassette ¥ 3 00 0  Students’  Book 272pp. ¥1,900  Instructor’s Manual ¥4.700
The Insights  and Ideas Listening Taskbook (Shari Berman)
Students’ Book ¥980 Cassette ¥2.800

!

-.---  -__. -.~“_ .-  - - -~  ~ . ~

Myth Makers 1 i---__ ._i L-.-- In Context
Upper elementary reading skills Reading  skills for intermediate-advanced
J. Kalnitz and K. Reyen Judd students of English as a Second Language

J. Zukowski-Faust, S. Johnston, C. S. Atkinson,
192pp. ¥ 1,800 and E. Templin

Students’ Book 320pp. ¥1,900 Instructor's  Manual ¥4.700

i I3

.~-~- _____~~~ -...___~~  .._..__~  1

Between the Lines 1 /-The  Independent Reader1--___-
Reading skills for intermediate  -advanced Skills for building comprehension and voca-
students of English as a Second Language bulary
J. Zukowski-Faust, S. Johnston, and C. S. Atkinson Betty Sobel and Lorraine C. Smith
Students’  Book 288pp. ¥1,900  Instructor’s Manual ¥4.700 Students’ Book 208pp. ¥1,900  Original  Edit ion with Answer key

¥3.300

L-kmxmters T&&d  Edition  1 1
__ -_

Our Global  Village  1
Paul Pimsleur, Donald Berger, and Bever-
ly Pimsleur

Angela Labarca, and
James M. Hendrickson

An ESL Reader A reader with an international empha-
A compilation of journalistic articles sis for low-intermediate students.
organized progressively according to Reading selections have been adapted
level of difficulty and addapted to a from a wide variety of sources for their
1,500-word  English vocabulary. Ap- general student interest as well as for
propriate for use in basic courses as their cross-cultural emphasis.
well as at the intermediate level in non- 226 pp. ¥1.800
intensive programs.

192 pp. ¥l,820 Instructor’s Manual ¥  700

New American Profiles.___-_-.-.--
Lucette Rollet  Kenan

-_---
A group of ten biographical sketches, all but one written
for this book, of contemporary Americans who have made
unique and significant contributions to our society. For
high-intermediate and advanced ESL students in courses
requiring a reading text for one or two semesters, either
alone or with a grammar/conversation book. Ten units of
four parts each are arranged in order of increasing com-
plexity. Each unit opens with a brief statement about the
subject’s field of endeavor, followed by a profile.

256 DD. ¥3.250



A Preparatory Program for English Conversation Classes:

Integration of Awareness, Strategies and Intercultural Training
by Kiyoko Sueda

Plady English School

This article is a status report on a preparatory program for English conversation classes at Plady English
School. The program is designed to help students maximize what they learn in their actual conversation
classes. Specifically the objectives of the program are threefold :

1 . to provide the students with an opportunity to increase self-awareness, clarify their purpose of studying
English conversation, and identify the psychological factors hindering their progress;

2. to enable students to acquire communication strategies and identify suitable learning strategies;
3. to help students become better communicators by identifying differences in communication styles

between the Japanese and people from English speaking countries.

The program consists of various games, activities, and simulations, so that students can participate actively.-
The program is divided into two levels; each level has three sessions. The first two sessions are conducted by
Japanese facilitators. The third is conducted by native speaking instructors, while Japanese facilitators
observe each student’s performance. Although the program needs further refining, a program of this kind
should help students to become better learners and communicators.

/-.- -

Thank you...
.  . . t o the following publishers, who have generously donated teacher’s resource and reference
titles as prizes for respondents to The language Teacher Reader’s Survey (in this issue): Harper
Collins, Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, Prentice Hall Regents of Japan, Heinle
and Heinle, Thomas Nelson, Heinemann International, and Longman  ELT.

Seventeen titles are being offered as prizes:
Thesaurus of American Slang, R. Chapman (Ed.) (Harper Collins)
British English A to Z, by N. Schur (Harper Collins)
On Writing Well, by W. Zinsser (Harper Collins)
Cambridge Encyclopedia (Cambridge University Press)
Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language (Cambridge University Press)
Humanism in Language Teaching, by E. Stevick (Oxford University Press)
Aspects of Language Teaching, by H. Widdowson (Oxford University Press)
Techniques and Principles in language Teaching, by D. Larsen-Freeman (Oxford University

Press)
The Card Book (Prentice Hall Regents)
Back and Forth (Prentice Hall Regents)
Songs in Action, by D. Griffee (Prentice Hall Regents)
Developing Communicative Competence in a Second Language, R. Scarcella, E.

Andersen, and S. Krashen (Eds.)  (Heinle and Heinle/Newbury  House)
Language Learning Strategies, by R. Oxford (Heinle and Heinle)
Take Your Pick, by L. Woolcot (Thomas Nelson)
Play Games With English 1 & 2, by C. Granger (Heinemann International)
Heinemann English Grammar, by C. Granger and D. Beaumont (Heinemann International)
Heinemann English Word Builder, by G. Wellman (Heinemann International)
The Longman Pocket Roget’s Thesaurus (Longman ELT)
The Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics (New Edition)

(Longman  ELT)
The Anti-Grammar Book (Longman ELT)
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Addison-Wesley TOEIC Preparation Series

ON TARGET
for the TOEIC

L I N  L O U G H E E D

This Practice Book will Help You !

All the test practice material in this book ( ”
is directly patterned on the TOEIC test.
The business focus of the book will further
your understanding of business conversa-
tions and situations. You will also develop
listening and reading strategies to increase
your general English comprehension.
Raise your TOEIC score by:
l understanding how the test works
l knowing the different types of test ques-

tions
l learning how to avoid mistakes
l reading faster
0 using your time wisely
Ideal for self-study or a TOEIC  preparation
course, use this book if your TOEIC score
is 200-600.

For additional practice, use these books in the
Addison-Wesley TOEIC Preparation Series:
English the International Language
More Practice for the TOEIC Test
TOEICfi’ Preparation Workbook

For more information call or write:

~7~~‘/~*3rx~~~,~~l~~~~~~~~*8~~~~, 7101  $tB'ffeEf#Z~ffWW2-2  TEL03-3291-4581  FAX03-3291-4592

Addison-Wesley Publishers Japan Nichibo  Bldg.,  1-2-2 Sarugaku-cho, Chiyoda-ku,  Tokyo 101



Motions to amend JALT’s  Constitution & Bylaws as they affect N-SIGs
(National Special Interest Groups)

Proposed by Setsuko Toyama, David McMurray,  Kazunori Nozawa, Steve McCarty, Beniko Mason

a.1 MOVED: to insert in the Constitution, Section V.2, between the words past  pres ident  and and, the words one
representat ive  from each N-SIG;  thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

The Executive Committee shall consist of the officers, The Executive Committee shall consist of the officers,
the immediate past president, and one representative the immediate past president, one representative from
from each chapter. each N-SIG, and one representative from each chapter.

a.2. MOVED: to rescind Section VI.5 of the Bylaws:

Current Wording

Each N-SIG is entitled to representation by voice only on the Executive Committee.

b. MOVED: to insert in the Constitution, Section V.2, after the word chapters, the words or N-SIGs; thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Officers or chapters may exercise voting rights by Officers or chapters or N-SIGs may exercise their vot-
proxy. ing rights by proxy.

C. MOVED: to insert in the Constitution, SectionV.3, between the words a local chapter and at the meetings, the words
or an N-SIG ; thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Otiiccrsorchairsofcommittcesmaynotsimultaneously Officers or chairs of committees may not simulta-
represent by vote a local chapter at the meetings. neously represent by vote a local chapter or an N-SIG

at the meetings.

d. MOVED: to insert in the Bylaws, Section 1.3, between the words JALT and and, the words the N-SlGs ; thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Dues: Annual dues  for 2.i above and the division of Dues:  Annual dues  for 2.i above and the division of
those dues  bctwccn JALT and the chapters, shall be those dues  between  JALT, the N-SIGs,  and the chap-
proposed by the  Executive Committee and approved ters, shall be proposed  by the Executive Committee and
at the Annual Meeting by a four-fifths majority vote of approved at the Annual Meeting by a four-fifths major-
the  Executive Committee. ity vote  of the  Executive Committee.

e. MOVED:  to insert in the Bylaws, Section 11.4, between  the words the chapter and informed, the words and the N-
SIGs ; thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Recording Secretary: The Recording Secretary shall be Recording Secretary: The Recording Secretary shall bc
responsible for recording the minutes of the Executive responsible for recording the minutes of the Executive
Committee and JALT meetings and for keeping the Committee and JALT meetings and for keeping the
chapters informed of the activities of the organization. chapters and the N-SIGs  informed of the activities of the

organization.
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Ir 10 books with over 600 games and puzzles

*From beginner to post-intermediate levels

*A  FUN way to improve your students’ English
in class or at home.

HEINEMANN For further information please contact:
INTERNATIONAL

Vaughan Jones, Heinemann International, Shin Nichibo Bldg, 1-2-1 Sarugaku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101
Tel: 03-3294-0791 Fax: 03-3294-0792



f. MOVED: to insert in the Bylaws, Section 11.5, between the words chapter and as well as, the words and N-SIGs ;
thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Program Chair: The Program Chair shall be respon- Program Chair: The Program Chair shall be respon-
sible for planning special programs and workshops sible for planning special programs and workshops
which will be made available to the various chapters, as which will be made available to the various chapters
well as supervising the arrangements for the annual and N-SIGs, as well as supervising the arrangements
conference. for the annual conference.

g. MOVED: to insert in the Bylaws, Section 11.6, between the words new chapters and arranging, the words and new
N-SIGs, and between the words assisting chapters and in membership drives, the-words and N-SIGs ; thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Membership Chair: The Membership Chair shall be Membership Chair: The Membership Chair shall be
actively involved in forming new chapters, arranging actively involved in forming new chapters and new N-
special publicity and assisting chapters in member- SIGs,  arranging special publicity and assisting chap-
ships drives. ters and N-SIGs in memberships drives.

h. MOVED: to insert in the Bylaws, Section IV.3, between the words chapter and leadership, the words and N-SIG;
thus:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

A Nominations and Elections Committee shall be se- A Nominations and Elections Committee shall be se-
lcctcd each year at the Annual Meeting  from among the lectcd each year at the Annual Meeting from among the
current  chapter lcadcrship. current chapter and N-SIG leadership.

i. MOVED: to delete from Section VI.4 of the Bylaws the sentence beginning with Any... and ending . ..year.
underlined below:

Current Wording Proposed Wording

Each JALT N-SIG shall be entitled to a lump sum grant Each JALT N-SIG shall be entitled to a lump sum grant
annually, which shall be determined by the Executive annually, which shall be determined by the Executive
Committee and require a four-fifths vote for approval Committee and require a four-fifths vote for approval
or modification. Anv unused portion of the lump sum or modification.
grant shall revert to JALT National at the end of  the
calendar  year.

Rationale
The original amendments to JALT's Consitution and Bylaws recognizing N-SIGs were decided before the N-SIGs
had proven themselves and without due consultation. In areas such as publication, programming, services to
members,  and so on, the N-SIGs  have  since proven themselves  and wish to bc consulted.  While most N-SIC
m e m b e r s  a r e  ii: theory  represented  by their  chapters,  and while  they have a "voice"  at Executive  Committee
Meetings,  many members  arc equally if not more  active through their  N-SIGs and a voice  right only is neither
guaranteed  nor effective,  lacking  funding and concrete  voting power  to back it up with. Yet the N-SIGs arc a vital
part of  J A L T ' s  future  and have  every  right to receive responsibility  commensurate  with their potential. Average
membership  tor each  N-SIC exceeded  100  in 1991 and will do so again in 1992. Incorporating them into JALT's
decision making body will fairly reflect duty as a membership organization. The gain to JALT in terms of the active
participation of a major section of its membership  justifies the investment.
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CROSSROADS

TOPICS INCLUDE:
l Music
l Dating
l Shopping
l Sports
l World Travel
l Love and Marriage
# Friends and Classmates
l Work and Work Attitudes
l Blood Types and Character

CROSSROADS is an intermediate
level conversation/composition
course designed specially for
Japanese college-age students.
Topics for each of the twelve units
have carefully been selected and
developed to help students com-
municate on a personal level. Ideal
for large classes, CROSSROADS
provides stimulating pairwork  and
small group communicative activi-
ties.

l Food, Restaurants and Mealtimes
l American and Japanese Customs
l Talking about Personal Information and Likes

r”y---------- _------ - - - - - - - - - - -
1

I
I
I
I M

For a free sample copy of CROSSROADS, please write to:
Macmillan LanguageHouse  Ltd., 5-14-7 Hakusan, Bunkyo-Ku, I

Tokyo 112. Tel: 03-3943-6857 Fax: 03-3943-6863 I
I

Name ~___ I
I Macmillan School I
I LanguageHouse I
P

Address
-l- - - - - - ----_------- --_s__------



Related Information Conference Updates

N-SIG Coordinators are not entitled to Executive Com-
mittee travel grants and thus have no guarantee to
representation by voice.

N-SIG Liaison, an appointed National Officer under
the auspices of the Membership Chair, is responsible
for consultation between the N-SIGs and the Executive
Committee but has no voting rights.

There are always several last minute announcements
before things get started. Here is some important
information that will make the upcoming JALT 92
Conference easier for all .

August 1992 total membership for the 4 N-SIGs was
already 392 and N-SIG membership levels surge dur-
ing conference time.

One vote at Executive Committee represents about 111
members, calculated by dividing JALT’s membership
by the number of chapters.

Two annual ExCom  attendances for an N-SIG coordi-
nator cost ¥85,000,  based on JALT’s estimate of Chapter
Travel  Costs  for  1991.

Child Care: Room 1111 at the conference site is re-
served for those parents who bring along a
child (children) and need a place where the
child can play. Parents are responsible for
their children at all times. JALT cannot pro-
vide a baby-sitting service.

For 1991, the N-SIGs received only an average of ¥17,500
from JALT.

Telephone number: The telephone number for JALT
at the conference is 030-526-1389. This is a
special type phone and that is why the number
looks different. This number is good from
Friday, November 20th at 4:00 pm until Mon-
day, November 23rd at 3:00 pm. DONOT try to
contact JALT by using the number for Tokyo
International University listed in the phone book.

There are currently four N-SIG coordinators (Bilin-
gualism, Global Issues in Language Education, Japa-
nese as a Second Language, and Video).

Coordinators are elected annually at N-SIG Business
Meetings.

JALT Central Office will be closed from Thursday,
November 19th through Wednesday, Novem-
ber 25th. Nobody will be there to check the
answering machine or the fax machine until

Transportation to Tokyo International University, Site of JALT ‘92

From Ikebukuro: Take Tobu-Tojo Line Express
(kyuko  ) trains bound for “Ogawamachi” or
"Shinrin-koen"  from track No. 3. Get off at
Kasumigaseki (6th stop). Takes 37 minutes, 4
trains per hour. ¥400 one way.

From Shinjuku:  Take JR Yamanote Line
“Sotomawari” trains (4th stop) or JR Saikyo
Line (1  st stop) to Ikebukuro. Then, take Tobu-
Tojo  Line above. (Approx. 50 minutes total).

From Omiya: Take JR Kawagoe (Saikyo)  Line
northbound (“Kudari”) trains to Kawagoe (5th
stop) where you transfer to Tobu-Tojo Line.
Tak.e  trains bound for “Ogawamachi” or
“Shinrin-koen.” Get  off at Kasumigaseki (2nd
stop). (Approx. 35 minutes total).

You will be getting off at Kasumigaseki on
Tobu-Tojo Line. Don’t mix this up with another
Kasumigaseki Station in downtown Tokyo.
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November 26th. We regret the inconvenience.

Registration will begin at 9:30 on the 21st. Distribution
of Conference Handbooks and Conference
Bags will begin then. Those who attend a Pre-
Conference Workshop on the 20th may pick
up their handbooks at the site of the Pre-
conference Workshops. Only those registered
for a Pre-conference Workshop will receive
them as only a limited number will be taken
there

Conference Daily: We intend to have the Conference
Daily again this year. If you have a general
announcement, please send it to Larry Cisar,
427-3 Shimomakuri, Koshigaya-shi, Saitama
343 by November 14th. The earlier the better.
For things that come up during the conference,
please deliver the item to the Central Opera-
tions Room (Room 1331) before 5 pm to be in
the next day‘s Conference Daily. The Conference
Daily will come out on November 21, 22, 23.
All material must be in English.

JALT 92 is endorsed by:

l Kawagoe City Board of Education
l Omiya City Board of Education
l Tokyo Metropolitan Board of Education
l Nagano Prefecture Board of Education
l Saitama Prefecture Association of Teaching English

at Upper Secondary Schools

BANNER OVERSEAS FINANCIAL SERVICES
Explodes the Myths!!!

Myth 1 “No money to invest” Start with only 20,000 yen per month!

Myth 2 “Too young  for pension planning " Start early, it costs far less!

Myth 3 “Must be on National Insurance" Far cheaper alternatives are available!

Contact: Tim Cornwall Matsubara 6-30-20, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156 Tel/Fax: (03) 3325-0419
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- new from McGraw-Hill -

Spoken English for
Japanese College Studen

by ALAN JACKSON, RON ST. PIERRE,
132pp.

ISBN 4-89501-348-o C3082

TOSHIKIMI  TAKAGI
and KATRINA  WATTS Teacher’s Manual

Student’s Book Cassette

n The only English conversation textbook designed specifically

for Japanese College Students

n Extensive Teacher’s Manual and Listening Cassette available

n Wide variety of presentation and practice formats

n Test taught with Japanese college freshmen for over five years

n Works with, not against, Japanese disposition

n Cross-cultural materials

m Integration of progress testing with teaching

m Appropriate for small or large classes, slow learners and more

proficient students

n Language taught chosen for usefulness, intrinsic interest and

variety



The editors of The Language Teacher would very much appreciate your feedback on our
publication. Please complete this form by detaching it from The Language Teacher ,
checking the appropriate box(es)  and writing in where necessary. Then simply fold the
form, seal it according to the directions, put on a ¥62 stamp, and drop it in a post box.
All forms must be received by December 31, 1992  to count in our compilation of the
responses.

We realize this is asking you to take time from an already demanding schedule, so
in appreciation for your feedback, we are holding a special lottery for teaching
materials donated by various publishers. The coupon below will be cut off as your
entry in the lottery and be filed separately to maintain complete anonymity. Twenty
prizes, listed below, will be mailed to the first twenty coupon entries that are selected.

Thesaurus of American Slang, R. Chapman (Ed.) (Harper Collins)
British English A to Z, by N. Schur (Harper Collins)
On Writing Well, by W. Zinsser (Harper Collins)
Cambridge Encyclopedia (Cambridge University Press)
Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language (Cambridge University Press)
Humanism in Language  Teaching, by E. Stevick (Oxford University Press)
Aspects of Language Teaching, by H. Widdowson (Oxford University Press)
Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching, by D. Larsen-Freeman (Oxford University Press)
The Card Book (Prentice Hall Regents)
Back and  Forth (Prentice Hall Regents)
Songs in Action, by D. Griffee (Prentice Hall Regents)
Developing Communicative Competence in a Second Language, R. Scarcella, E. Andersen, and S.

Krashen (Eds.) (Heinle and Heinle/Newbury  House)
Language  Learning  Strategies, by R. Oxford (Heinle and Heinle)
Take Your Pick, by L. Woolcot  (Thomas Nelson)
Play Games With English I & 2, by C. Granger (Heinemann International)
Heinemunn English Grammar, by C. Granger  and D. Beaumont (Heinemann International)
Heinemann  English Word Builder, by G. Wellman  (Heinemann International)
The Longman  Pocket Roget’s Thesaurus  (Longman  ELT)
The Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics (New Edition) (Longman

E L T )
The  Anti-Grammar Book (Longman  ELT)

Lottery Entry Coupon (please respond in romaji )
Name
Address

____-
1st preference for prize _
2nd preference ~

1. What kind of teaching do you do? (check as many boxes as appropriate)

0 elementary school 0 junior high school 0 high school

q college 0 university a junior college 0 technical school (semmon gakko)

U company classes 0 academic preparation program

n conversation classes (eikaiwa  gakko) [7 cram school (juku)

0 children’s classes 1 adult’s classes i7 teacher training

0 other

2. What language(s) do you teach?

0 English 0 Japanese LI  French 0 German !I Chinese 0 Korean

i? other

3. Are you:

0 Japanese c1  non-Japanese

0 a native user of English 1  a non-native user of English

4. How long have you been teaching foreign languages?

5. What kind of training in teaching  languages have you had?

i: in-service training 0 short preparatory course

0 diploma (one year course) C B.A. in teaching

n B.A.other subject 1M.A. (or equivalent) in teaching

0 M.A. other subject  1 P h .  D .  s u b j e c t

q Ed. D. 1 none 0 other

6. How do you receive The Language Teacher?

E individual JALT  membership L? group JALT membership q library copy

c’othcr



Fold here to form envelope
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7. What do you use The Language Teacher for?

1 JALT organization news L local chapter  announcements C local chapter reports

1 job listings l-1 national JALT confcrcncc news

1. teaching  techniques [:: teaching theory/approaches/methods

1 articles in Japanese 0 conferences other than the JALT conference

II book reviews i? advertisements from publishers ii N-SIG information

i! information on Japanese labor laws 0 other

8. What do you think of the current coverage of subjects in The Language Teacher ? Please
check more, less, or OK to indicate your preferences:

JALT organization news
local chapter announcements
local chapter reports
job listings
national JALT conference news
teaching techniques
teaching theory/approaches/methods
articles in Japanese
conferences other than the JALT conference
book reviews
advertisements from publishers
N-SIG information
information on Japanese labor laws
other _.

0 more
U more
0 more
5 more
q more
1 more
c! more
0 more
q more
q more
U more
q more
q more
0 more

0 less
0 less
0 less
q less
0 less
0 less
q less
q less
0 less
0 less
0 less
0 less
q less
q less

ilOK
q OK
q OK
1OK
UOK
EIOK
q OK
q OK
q OK
q OK
OOK
q  OK
1OK
EOK

9. Please add any details about any more or less answers you gave to question #ll that
you feel are appropriate:

10. What other teaching magazines do you read? (please write in):

11. In what ways can The  Language Teacher improve?



A Role for the AET
in Secondary School English Classes

by Bruce Evans

Due to the JET Program and similar municipal and
individual school programs, nearly every junior and
senior high school in Japan has a native English speaker
visiting English classes at least on a limited basis. The
failures and weaknesses of the JET Program have
received a great deal of attention in the press, much of
which are well deserved, as there  arc numerous prob-
lems with such top-down programs. But the fact re-
mains that these  arc in existence and are growing, and
of more importance, the presence of native English
speakers  in classrooms has great potential. The issue is
how these native English speaking teachers (AETs-
Assistant English Teachers) can be most effectively
utilized to realize this potential.

A starting point for addressing the role of the AET is
to first examine  the goals and objectives for English
language education in Japanese secondary schools,
and then consider the special knowledge and skills
that AETs  bring to the classroom and see where there
is a match. The Ministry of Education, in conjunction
with  the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Home
Ministry, has established two main goals for the JET
Program. Broadly stated, these are to improve English
education and to promote internationalization in Japan.
In these programs, theemphasis hasbeenon the teaching
of English with the native  English speakers assisting
regular  classroom teachers in the task of English instruc-
tion, while the nebulous goal of internationalization has
been assumed to be an outgrowth of the exposure of
students to foreigners in the classroom.

AETs  are intelligent and creative people, but their
backgrounds, knowledge and skills often do not match
up with what they are asked to do in their roles as AETs.
English teaching in secondary schools follows a gram-
matical syllabus and using AETs  to assist in the formal
teaching  of English may not be an effective use of their
knowledge and skills. One reason is that while AETs  are
native speakers of English, they often do not have explicit
knowledge  of many features of English grammar.

Another reason is that generally the native speaker
employed  in these schemes have had little or no training
in education in general and language teaching in specific.
While it may be argued that most AETs  have studied a
second language and are most likely studying Japanese
while they are working in Japanese schools and thus are
seemingly familiar with what is involved in language
teaching, they generally lack specific knowledge and
understanding  of the processes that are involved in
learning  a language. That is not to say that what they do
in the classroom is wrong. AETs  generally do things that
benefit students’ learning, but they tend not to know
why these benefit students and consequently often do
not know how to expand upon their successes and
further develop students’ knowledge and skills.

In addition to the various mismatches of AETs’  talents
with what they are asked to do, there are constraints
imposed upon them by the system in which most work.
In the JET Program and other similar schemes, AETs  are
supposed to be team teaching with regular classroom
teachers. Theoretically, the AET and JTE are supposed to
plan together before the lesson, team teacher the lesson,
then evaluate the lesson together afterward. But in real-
ity, only the team teaching is usually done. The lack of
planning and evaluation is typically due to time con-
straints rather than a lack of interest. Teachers in Japa-
nese secondary  schools have an extraordinary number of
administrative duties in addition to their teaching re-
sponsibilities. The lack of planning time in general makes
it difficult for team teaching and team evaluation to take
place. Consequently, AETs  often don’t know before-
hand what will be taught or what is expected of them.
The results are often poorly taught lessons to uninter-
ested and confused students.

What AETs  do bring to the classroom is their native
ability to use English to communicate and knowledge
about their own countries. In this area, AETs  are particu-
larly well matched with the Ministry of Education objec-
tives for foreign language instruction, which call for
students to come to “understand the daily life and way
of thinking of foreign people.” The AETs  are valuable
resources for achieving these objectives. They can bring
to life what books and other media can only bring to the
students’ attention. Therefore, AETs  maybe more effec-
tively utilized by teaching about themselves.

As the situation now stands, AETs  do self introduc-
tions with each new group of students, and many AETs
can’t wait to get through their round of “self-intros” so
they get on to “real lessons.” There are numerous Japa-
nese teachers of English (JTEs)  who feel as well that as
little time as possible should be spent on self-intros and
other activities outside the textbook. What I advocate
here is not an endless string of self introductions, but
rather a systematic, in-depth series of lessons that focus
on topics that are interesting to students and about which
the AET too is interested and knowledgeable, which
integrate all language skill areas; in essence, a content-
based approach with the AET and topics associated with
the AET as course content.

Students are genuinely interested in people from other
countries, especially experiences of students their own
age. Lessons in English about AETs  and their countries
and cultures can meet these interests, motivate students,
and develop interest in English. Students who are inter-
ested in the subject matter and who are motivated argu-
ably learn more effectively. Students can relate to topics
about growing up, school life, the world around them,
members of the opposite sex, and other topics that AETs
have experienced. As English is used to transmit infor-
mation, the language used is contextualized, and as
students are interested in the material, they will try
harder to understand. This need or desire to  understand
will further focus students on the language itself as well
as the informational content of the messages. In the
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Discover A Masterpiece
VISTAS . . . . . . . . Real life situations and interesting,

student-centered activities.
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process, students will be exposed to vocabulary and
grammatical structures they have seen before, reinforc-
ing their present knowledge, and they will meet new
words and structures. As the input is made understand-
able through verbal, visual, and other contextual cues,
these new words and structures gradually become added
to students’ knowledge of the target language.

Some teachers may be concerned that this approach
seems to be a series of lectures and students won’t have
opportunities to practice speaking. A content-based ap-
proach doesn’t have to be lecture based; on the contrary,
a classroom in which students are learning about the
AET can be highly interactive, if students are given the
freedom and power to decide what isimportant to them.
Of course students will need to develop the linguistic
skills and communicative strategies necessary for gain-
ing information by using English, and parts of each class
period may have to be devoted to the development of
these  skills.

with writing in such a genre, complete lessons or mini
lessons devoted to writing will most likely be required.
During the writing process, students will probably need
additional information and should be encouraged to ask
the AET more questions. An additional twist may be to
have students send notes to the AET with their requests
for additional information in writing. The AET can re-
spond to these orally or in writing. So in such a lesson
students will use all four macro skills in a contextualized
manner; they will increase their vocabulary and gram-
matical knowledge; they will learn  about the AET, add-
ing to their cross cultural knowledge, and hopefully
increase their interest in English.

To facilitate interaction, in which students are asking
the AET for information, students may need to be given
a task to accomplish. One such might be writing a
newspaper article. Students are given the role of newspa-
per reporters  and they must interview the AET for a
feature article in their newspaper. A press conference is
held and students interview the AET. Students then
work on writing their articles. As they may be unfamiliar

In conclusion, using AETs  to teach English is not the
most effective use of these valuable human resources,
considering the mismatch of their knowledge and skills
with the features of formal language instruction in Japan
and the constraints that prevent fully developed team
teaching from occurring. AETs  can be more effectively
empioyed in  teaching students about themselves, their
countries, and their cultures through English. This will
be most effectively done through a content-based ap-
proach where the content consists of a focus on the AET.
In the long run, AETs  and the JTEs  they work with can
greatly enhance their students’ English language knowl-
edge and skillsand communicative skills by not teaching
English, but rather by focusing on the AET.

The Interviewee: Being There
from your Job Information Center

There arc two opposing opinions about how foreign- trimmed beard, pared fingernails-the typical Japa-
ers can succeed  with Japanese interviewers: In one nese employer is definitely not a fan of the outra-

view, you (the interviewee) should be modest to the geous.
~ point of self-deprecation, if not self-immolation; in Be prepared to talk about language teaching: what

the other view, you should just be your glad-handing, you’ve done and how you do it, but again, be concise.
self-touting, open-hearted Western Self, as you’re And if asked about your other interests, keep it to an
never going to pass for Japanese, anyway. absolute bare minimum.

The truth, as usual, probably falls in the complex Much has been written about the Japanese ten-
~ middle: You’ll have to be yourself or you’ll come dency to avoid eye contact as confrontational-fol-

across as dishonest, but you also have to make allow- low the middle way, neither avoiding eye contact nor
ances  for the needs and expectations and cultural insisting on it with your body language. Also, al-

norms of your prospective Japanese employers, who though Japanese usually don’t talk with their hands,
don’t mind a friendly, outgoing foreigner (after all, they accept it easily in Westerners, so don‘t worry

they know the low level and passivity of typical about it.
Japanese language students), but don’t like a loud- Finally, follow their lead: let your interviewers run

~ mouth , who  brashly toots the horn of Self. the interview-if there are periods of silence, sit
Specifically: Don’t interrupt-Japanese listen po- comfortably with them, and don’t give in to that

litely until a speaker is completely finished. Con- Western impulse to fill all silences with the sound of
versely,  don’t talk too long yourself, since their polite your voicc...moments of conversational silence are
listening does not indicate fascination with your long- common in this culture.

~ winded self-appraisal. So keep it brief, and if they Keep it all simple, clear, concise, friendly-in the
want more, they’ll feed you more questions. last analysis, you have no choice other than to be

~ A business suit is usually not necessary (use your yourself. If you can relax, understanding that your
own judgement), but neat, clean, conservative cloth- life neither  begins nor ends with this interview, you ;

1 ing is, along with careful grooming: combed hair, can show your best self. I
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This month, two readers share ideas for  motivating students to
speak more English, both in and outside the classroom.

The Part ic ipat ion  Paper

by Mary Catlett

Students  and teachers alike approach new situations
with  cxpcctations based on past experiences in similar
situations. Japanese students enter university and other
advanced English conversation  classes  from a back-
ground of junior and senior high school English classes,
where they have had to listen and learn, rather than
consider  and talk. They are coming from  a psychological
approach to life that promotes unobtrusiveness and
consensus. They may be bringing with them a cultural
bias that says that English is difficult to learn. Their
cxpcctations regarding any class concerned with the
speaking of the English language generally are that it will
be boring at best, probably incomprehensible, most likely
very difficult, and at worst, embarrassing. In order to
avoid any or all of these unpleasant experiences they fall
back on familiar social and cultural patterns and strate-
gies  that allow them to remain safely passive, unobtru-
sive, and silent.

The Problem
We may find ourselves, as teachers, expending large

amounts of energy  trying to enable, encourage, and
embolden  students to freely participate in English con-
versation, only to have the students themselves respond
minimally and with great resistance. Our students seem
to  possess an undying motivation  to learn English, while
the motivation to speak it is practically non-existent.
Furthermore, this one-way energy flow seemingly leads
to “burn-out” on the part of teachers, without a positive
effect on the students’ willingness to talk.

One Solution
1 have developed a solution that seems to be effective

in creating the motivation to speak in my students from
the less  expressive  and more resistant classes. This is a
self-monitoring,  self-evaluating point system recorded
on a form which I call the “Participation Papcr”. I capital-
ize  the words “Participation Paper” to emphasize  to the
students the importance of this form. Seventy-five per
cent of their final grade will be based on the effort and
speaking performance herein recorded, I tell them. I
make it clear that the accumulation of such credits  is the
basic criterion for their final grade in the conversation
class. The more points they accumulate, the higher their
grade will be.

The idea is simply that students keep track, moment
by moment, of how much English they are speaking.
Every sentence they say earns them a speaking point. If
students speak (1) to the teacher  (before, during, or after
class), (2) to each other (formally, in groups, or simply in
casual conversation), (3) to the class (answering a general
question or giving a presentation), they mark credits in a

column under that day’s date. In order to qualify for a
credit, however, an utterance must consist of more than
three words. Speaking credits are registered in the "Speak-
ing” column.

As a further incentive, whenever a student raises a
hand in class to volunteer to speak, he or she can record
a credit in the “Volunteering” column. Students can
record a credit  whether they are actually  called on to
speak or not. A third category is used for recording
preparation  of home and classroom assignments. For
example, if a student practices a role play to be performed
the next  day a class, she may give  herself  a point.

This recording of points places a focus on the positive
action of speaking or volunteering to speak English.
Speaking has an immediate payoff. Points are tallied  at
the end of each day. Students can, by a glance, evaluate
their own performance for the day or the entire  term.

The Results
The  Participation Paper  seems  to be changing both

attitudes and behavior in my classes. In classes that were
previously silent and passive, students are searching
their memories and using all those words and phrases
which they have drilled and memorized over the years.
They are paying attention to what others say, and to what
corrections  are being given. They are taking time to
explain themselves, to ask questions of the teacher, to ask
questions of each other in small group and pair activities.
(Students keep count for each other when one is the
primary speaker.) There is no limited  set time for speak-
ing English.

Students seem to gain confidence that they can use
English to “get the job done”. They actually experience
putting words together to communicate in classroom
real life, as well as in traditional classroom speaking
exercises. Each time they do, they reward themselves for
the effort. I do not know what the longtcrm effects of this
practice will be on students’ ability and willingness to
speak English, but right now their enthusiasm, energy
and speaking quotient are UP. I believe  that this device
provides the students with a vehicle  to release from their
mouths some of the knowledge they have been accumu-
lating in their brains for years.

Mary Catlett teaches part-time at  Kyoto Seika University, and
at other universities in the Kansai  area.

A Reminder
When submitting  chapter reports, please follow the
guidelines in  the January, 1992,  The Language
Teacher.

* Double-spaced
* 250 words maximum
* Same format as in The Language Teacher.

Thanks!
-The Editors
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Telephoning Homework
by Tim Murphey

It’s easy. On one of the first days of class, I pass around
alistof all the students’ names and ask them to write their
phone numbers beside their names. I then copy the list
and give each person one copy with the instructions to
call someone if they ever miss a class and need to know
what we did and what to prepare for the next class.

I also assign homework right away to call the person
whose name is below theirs on the list (the last person
calls the first) and to ask, “How do you like class so far?”
plus three more questions which they prepare before-
hand, and then to write about their telephone conversa-
tions in their journals. I tell them that they must speak
English on the phone.

Everyone will call someone and be called by someone,
and talk about more or less the same things. They will
also write about it in their “action logs,” or journals. This
recycles language and information so that learning may
have a chance to reach the depth it needs for retention. In
class a few days later, I may have them read each other’s
journal entry about the telephoning or tell a partner
about their phone calls. Thus the information is recycled
once or twice again.

I usually do this about ten times during the first
semester (“Call the second person below you.. third
person ."  etc.) Each time, I have them ask a question
or two that I want some feedback on (“Do you like the
textbook?” ” Are you going abroad?“) as well as a few
that they  have to make up. I can then read the feedback
in their logs. I have also had them ask questions that
target  information we have already treated in class
through pairwork, thus stimulating further use of
English that they need. For example, whatever we might
do through pairwork  in class, I might ask them to do in
a  reduced form on the phone with a new partner.

How do students evaluate telephoning in English?
Below are excerpts  from their action logs (unedited):

“Mr. Murphey gave us all telephone lists in
which told us all classmates’ names and tele-
phone numbers. WC had homework of calling
the below person in English  Wehavetocall the
person  and to ask four questions. How do you
like Mr. Murphey’s class and three others.
My partner said: ."

(A few days later:) “We talked
about the  content of telephone
(in class today). We enjoyed it
and my partner and I talked
about each question and an-
swered them too. And I was
happy because my partner
wrote down her comments. I
think it is interesting to read
other’scomments, so I enjoyed.”

“Last night about 10 p.m. I got a phone call from
H. He apologized to me for having been late to
call me since he went out with the member of his
club and couldn’t call me at the appointed time.
At first I thought it was hard to make myself
understood but when he could make out what
I wanted to say, I felt very delighted and satis-
fied. We talked more than fifteen minutes in
English. I hope I have more opportunities as
this.“

“Every time I call a classmate, I feel satisfied that
I can make myself understood for a minute by
only English.”

Further Advantages
By telephoning one another my students can interact

with English outside the class, and actually use the
language in an enjoyable way. Telephoning has second-
ary advantages as well :

l It helps to form the group and gets them working
together at the beginning of the year or of a semester.

l It helps shy, isolated students find friends.
l It proves to students that they really can use English to

communicate with others.
l It shows them that they can be comfortable speaking

with other Japanese because they share similar back-
ground knowledge and are likely to be at about the
same level.

l It helps them get over their hesitation about using
English outside of class and on the telephone.

For smooth running
If you don’t ask students to write about their telephon-

ing and hand it in, they may not dare to do it, because it
is uncomfortable for them at first: it’s a risk that needs a
gentle push. And it‘s also nice for you to find out how
they did so that you can make adjustments.

Some report speaking Japanese some of the time,
but also speaking a lot of English. I find nothing wrong
with this.

Since they can’t be reached, students without a phone
can participate by calling two people up (from a pay
phone or elsewhere), the student above and below them
on the list. It may be helpful for students to make an

appointment. At the end of class, they can
ask the person what would beagood time

to call.
I want to find more such ways for my

students to interact with English out-
side of class, enjoyable ways that also
entail actual use of language; ways in
which they can recycle the language
they are using and have fun at the
same time.

Tim Murphey teaches in the Faculty of
Foreign Languages at Nanzan Univer-
sity, Nagoya.
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- new from McGraw-Hill

A n  Irresistible  Collection of Readings for
Intermediate  Students  of EFL

Fumio Takemae,  Asia University, Tokyo
William F. O’Connor, Asia University, Tokyo

144 pp.
¥l,300

Answer key
available

Type of Text: EFL reader

Level: Intermediate

Format: Twenty-four chapters, each chapter contain-

ing one picture or illustration, two pages of text, and

three pages of exercises (not included with simulation

game).

Special Feature: Culture notes, designed for the Japa-

nese learner, provide helpful background information

on unfamiliar topics.

Genre: Essay, opinion, biography. dialogue. drama,

simulation game.

Lexis: Controlled vocabulary; most words within the
3,000-word  level (The  New Horizon Ladder Dictionary).

Major Topics

Sylvester Graham: biography of the creator of

graham crackers

Mistake: The Flight: the story of the first  American

airmail flight and its many problems

l Cockroach: A Play in One Act: a short skit chock-

full of information about the ubliquitous crawlers

l Counterfeiting: the fascinating story of the only

man in history who illegally produced $1.00 bills

l How Well Do You Know the U.S.A.?: obscure

information that would surprise even Uncle Sam

A Systematic Approach
to Learning English Articles

Alan S. Brender, Temple University, Japan

The purpose of this material is to present English

articles in a systematic way to Japanese and other

speakers of English who don’t have an article system  in

their first languages.

By using this material, non-native English  speakers can

obtain  an overview of the English article system never

before  presented. In language courses teachers previous-

ly presented random rules for articles. but now these
rules are presented  in a systematic manner  based upon

a chart.

This book can be successfully used in  Intensive lan-

guage  programs, in programs emphasizing writing and

in advanced conversation  classes.
- - - - - - - - - -

The English article system is an intrinsic part  of the

English  language. Articles do carry meaning. i.e.

He is  an only child.
(Hitori  musuko desu.)

He is only a child.
(Mada  kodomo desu.)

He is the only child.
(Kodomo wa hitori  shika imasen.)



Team Teaching in  English  Classrooms: An Intercul-
tural Approach. Takashi Shimaoka and Kyoko Yashiro.
Tokyo: Kairyudo, 1990. Pp. 135. ¥1,500.

For AETs and JTEs wondering how to prepare for team
teaching, this bookcould be a useful point of departure.
It does not deal with teaching methodology, but with
the cultural situations and teaching relations native
English speaking teachers are likely to encounter in
Japan. The authors intend it to provide insight into the
roles new AETs can expect to find themselves in upon
arrival in Japan. Selective parts could usefully be read
in advance, while other parts will be of more use during
the first year or to AETs planning to renew their con-
tract and wanting to explain their experiences to new
arrivals. Better still, JTEs and their team teaching part-
ners would benefit from reading it together to enrich
understanding both of the book and of each other.

The opening chapter, describing the development of
English teaching from the Meiji Restoration to the
present day, would probably be of interest to someone
preparing to be an AET, especially as it explains the
reasons for the emphasis on the grammar-translation
approach and the role of NETs  (native English teach-
ers) before the start of the JET Programme. The end of
the  chapter would be less enlightening for inexperi-
cnccd teachers as it describes the communicative ap-
proach with reference to vocabulary drawn from the
study of applied linguistics. This discussion may mean
very little to those unfamiliar with TEFL theory and
terminology.

The same is true of Chapter 4, which describes the
pronunciation problems of Japanese speakers of En-
glish and assumes familiarity with phonetic symbols. It
might be more helpful if the list of phonetic symbols at
the end of the chapter were put at the beginning.
However, the usefulness of this detailed analysis to
anyone who has not taken a course in phonetics  is
questionable.

It is the chapters dealing with the  intercultural as-
pects  of team teaching which are the strong points of
this book. Chapter 5 Discusses the changing attitudes of
Japan to English speaking cultures since 1945 and the
way  they arc reflected in high school English language
textbooks.  The insights offered should help prospec-
tive AETs to see the role of Western cultures from the
Japanese  perspective and to appreciate how Japan has
regained confidence in its own culture following its
growth in economic and technological status.

Although the chapter on adapting to Japan goes into
unnecessary detail concerning studies of cultural
adaption types, it makes three important points: first,
that the more similar Westerners perceive Japanese
culture to be to their own, the easier it is to adapt;
second, that there are recognized psychological reac-
tions and stages in adaption; and third, that the process
involves far more than learning how to use chopsticks;
it is a question of adjusting to the concept of group
harmony.

This concept is explained in the following two chap-
ters. These are the most fascinating and informative
chapters of the book, but would probably mean less to
someone who has not yet arrived in Japan than to
someone who has lived here a year or so.

The final chapterisof a practical rather than theoreti-
cal flavour as it offers a summary of Japanese customs
and what to say to whom and how. This chapter would
be an excellent point to begin for a JTE and AET
planning to work through the book together, as the JTE
could help with pronunciation and provide explana-
tions and practice.

If the relevant parts of this book are read, re-read,
discussed and used at the appropriate time, it will
enrich the team teaching experience. For as the authors
point out in their concluding remarks: “It is only after
sound human relationships are constructed that team
teachers can co-teach with satisfaction” (p.126).

Reviewed by Amanda Gillis
British Council, Kyoto

Video Team Teaching. Minoru Wada,  ed. Tokyo: TDK,
1989. Set of 5 VHS tapes. ¥9,800  each.

What is “team teaching”? Although a growing amount
of information endeavors to answer this question, the
solution continues to evade most of us who are or have
been team teachers on the JET Program. Most of the
literature is directed towards foreign assistant English
teachers (AETs) who are teaming up with Japanese
teachers of English (JTEs)  to implement team teaching
in the classrooms. Consequently, the general trend
over the past five years has been for AETs to be more
familiar and better briefed than JTEs about what is
expected during the various stages of the team taught
lesson, for example, pre-lesson planning, actual divi-
sion of duties and obligations in the classroom, post-
class evaluation. There is a noticeable lack of material
explaining and advising the specifics of team teaching
which directly targets JTEs. The present series attempts
to redress this imbalance.

Video Team Teaching details the assorted phases of
team teaching from start to finish, all with Japanese
narration. This particular TDK series targets JTEs and
was produced with their needs in mind. It attempts to
bridge the information gap that AETs and JTEs face
when confronted with the prospect of team teaching
together for the first time. This series is a noble effort,
albeit misdirected in certain areas, to address the needs
of JTEs which until now have been neglected, at least
when compared to the mass of material which is avail-
able to AETs. Admittedly, it is not the “end all” video
series that is going magically to make team-teaching a
snap or even more easily understood. I doubt if such a
series is possible anyway, considering how much the
program has changed and is continuing to change year
by year. Hopefully, as team teaching becomes more
prevalent, its immediate needs will mature and change,
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making an all-encompassing video unnecessary.
This video project has the blessing of the Ministry of

Education and begins and ends with a message from
Minoru Wada,  formerly the Senior Curriculum Spe-
cialist at the Ministry. Each video comes with a booklet
that details the dialogue and provides the sample les-
sons that are being demonstrated. The first video in the
series is an example of a traditional team taught class
using the stock procedure that is all too familiar to
AETs  and JTEs alike, greeting, review, new words via
flashcards, chorus reading and so on. The class is
basically JTE centered and incorporates activities and
procedures that are not really communicative, task-
based or student centered. Why show it? The stated
intent is to show JTEs  how not to conduct a class, but I
am concerned that the demonstration of this already
established routine could reinforce the notion that this
traditional method is most appropriate, something
which conflicts directly with what we AETs  are told is
effective team teaching.

At best, the students in the first video seem prepped
and bored. Answers are unnaturally parroted in uni-
son. The JTE asks the students if they understand, they
say “yes,“ and the JTE then repeats the question in
Japanese. This is totally unnecessary as the students
obviously understand the English. When students do
answer individually it is so automatic that the respon-
dent barely has time to think of and formulate an
answer. This leads one to believe that the entire lesson
was rehearsed or, if not, that their English is nearly
native in fluency which would not warrant any use of
Japanese in the classroom, nor the mundane activities
that are being demonstrated. In a nutshell, the first
video is disappointing as it tends to reinforce the meth-
ods and procedures that the JET Program is desper-
ately trying to change and improve upon.

The ensuing videos are better. They demonstrate
more relevant and practical activities that teachers
could usefully incorporate into their own lessons. The
AETs  featured area varied lot and come from several of
the countries involved in the program. More active
team teaching is emphasized in videos three and four,
which makes these videos the most interesting and
worthwhile. New ideas, methods and procedures are
introduced to make the textbook lessons more commu-
nicative, task-based and student centered. Again, how-
ever, the students seem well-rehearsed and quite flu-
ent. Perhaps we could look upon this sort of class as the
“ideal” for which we AETs  and JTEs are striving. In
comparison  to actual classroom situations, however,
many may doubt the authenticity of the models. The
students are wonderfully gifted and enthusiastic, and
do not hesitate to volunteer answers in near native
English. This is probably quite a departure from the
English classrooms in which the majority of us are
working. My own hope is that these situations do exist,
and that as team-teaching progresses, they will become
the norm and not the exception.

It would certainly be useful, however, to have a
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video series that features the average classroom, with
average Japanese students who do hesitate and do
occasionally answer incorrectly, and who arc not
“planted” to answer incorrectly as would appear to be
thecasein thisseries. Aseriesofthistype would inspire
AETs  and JTEs by demonstrating methods used suc-
cessfully to handle more realistic situations, without
the convenience of a dress rehearsal. Although this
TDK series seems lacking in many respects, it is some-
thing tangible and is certainly a step in the right direc-
tion. Hopefully this series will open the way for more
in-depthdialogueon thesubject with practical, authen-
tic, and realistic materials being produced for JTEs  in
the near future.

Reviewed by Todd Jay Leonard
Hirosaki Gakuin College

Team Teaching Video. Ministry of Education, Science
and Culture, ed. Tokyo: Nikkei Visual Images,  Inc.,
1990. In house  training video, not for sale.

This video was produced in order to introduce new
AETs  in the JET Program to team teaching in Japanese
classrooms. Copies are available in regional branch
offices of Prefectural Boards of Education and arc lent
to AETs  and JTEs upon request. It is also shown to
program aspirants in Japanese embassies and consu-
lates abroad. The video is one hour long and is divided
into two parts, junior high schools and senior high
schools. The aim of each lesson is clearly stated  al-
though complete lesson plans arc not provided.

The two classes portrayed in the video are relaxed,
and both teaching  teams work well together. In the JHS
class, the JTE and AET review a lesson  about shopping
from New Horizon, Book 2. According to the narration,
provided in oral form only, the aim is to “enable stu-
dents to do shopping in simulated shopping situations
using a dialogue they have studied previously.” After
a short warm up, the teachers perform a skit with the
JTE looking for a jacket and the AET acting as owner of
a jacket shop. After the skit, the students perform the
dialogue in the textbook, substituting their own items
of clothing and their  own prices.

The highlight of the lesson is a communicative activ-
ity in which all students must use English to buy or sell
things from shops which they make and run them-
selves. The activity is both imaginative and success-
ful-using “counterfeit” money which the students
can borrow from “Charlie’s bank”; Charlie is the AET.
The students are certainly the stars of this video and it
is entertaining to watch.

In stark contrast to the fast paced, wacky atmosphere
of the JHS class, the SHS class is subdued and concen-
trates on reading comprehension. According to the nar-
ration, the aim is to “develop students’ reading compre-
hension through a variety of speaking activities.” Study-
inga text about Mother Teresa  and India, the studentsarc
asked to discuss, in English, in pairs their knowledge of



either topic. They then write questions dictated by the
AET and  scarchfortheanswers.Thisisdone, wearctold,
in order to help the students grasp the main points of the
text.  After listening to the AET read the passage, the
students are asked to summarize the text orally using key
phrases written on the board.

Although this video is certainly useful as an intro-
duction to team teaching in action, several aspectsof its
production are problematic, at least from an AET per-
spective  I think many team teachers would agree  that
the level of the high school class shown in this video is
higher  than the norm. Although I would concede that
the activities demonstrated could be adapted to suit a
number  of different levels, AETs  would probably learn
more  from a video showing team teaching in a class
that was closer to the type that we most often meet. The
classes in this video arc conducted almost entirely in
the target language, with absolutely no discipline prob-
lems. For mc, at least, this is team teaching utopia. It is
also worth noting that no mention is made of how often
these particular  classes arc team taught or how often
the JTE  and AET in question have  been working to-
gether.  For many  team teachers, the kinds of lessons
protrayed  in this  video  will probably be few and far
between.  My advice  to AETs  is to observe live teatn
teaching  as much as possible.

Reviewed by Diane Lomas
AET, Hokkaido JALT

Reference
Ohta K. (Ed.) (1989) New horizon, book 2 Tokyo Shoseki

Professional Interactions: Oral Communication Skills
in Science, Technology and Medicine. Candace
M a t t h e w s  and Joanne Marino.  Prentice Hall, Inc. 1990.
Pp. 263

Professional Interactions is designed for current or future
technical  professionals  at an intermediate to advanced
l e v e l  ot English.  It consists of 15 units, ten aimed at
developing  group discussion skills, and the others at
oral presentation  skills. As implied in the subtitle,  the
book aims to improve listening and speaking skills. It
claims  that this will be achieved through the use  of
controlled  communicative contexts, with the students
developing  the strategies necessary for group discus-
sions and clear  oral presentations.

Each “oral presentation  skills” chapter is divided
into presentation prepartion, tehniques, assignment,
suggested  assignments for listeners, and evaluation.
Each “group discussion skills” chapter  is divided  into
expressions, listening practice, communication con-
cepts, discussion techniques, discussion practice,  and
evaluation.  In both types of chapter, the “evaluation”
refers  to evaluation by the students of the oral discus-
sion or presentation.

The “Introduction To The Student” goes into consid-
erable detail, but also does so using quite difficult

English and going into more depth than seems neces-
sary. Indeed, this style continues all through the book.
For example, Chapter 1, does a student preparing to
make a presentation really need to be able to define an
“extemporaneous delivery”? Too often the student has
to wade through a morass of English in order to elicit
facts that could have been expressed much more sim-
ply and concisely, thereby saving a lot of time and
effort, and no doubt creating a more lasting effect. On
a number of occasions there is a feeling that there is too
much talking about presentations rather than actually
giving the students the tools to do the job-especially
when it is remembered that many of the points would
‘apply to presentations  in any language, and perhaps
do not need  extensive explanation in a foreign lan-
guage textbook.

The various expressions listed are useful, but somc-
times  tend to be lists without indications of how the
different forms vary in usage, e.g. “Let’s. ." “Perhaps
we could ,” and “I suggest that we .” are all
presented as being the same, whereas the choice of
expression used would depend on the context.

The book claims to be “communicative,” but then
any oral language can be said to be communicative, as
words spoken by one person communicate a message
to someone else. In the case of this book, the description
appears to have been  added because the publishers feel
communicative is a fashionable term that  helps sell
textbooks. The oral activities tend to be either mono-
logues, “oral presentations,” or role plays, “group dis-
cussions." While these can he useful, the word commu-
nicative conveys  a rather broader image.

In introducing  many of  the role plays, there is simply
an  outline of a  situation.  a brief statement of the pur-
pose of the discussion,  and an assignment of roles; then
students are  told  to get  on with it. Although guidance
is  sometimes  provided,  it tends to be Insufficient. Too
often the subject is introduced  without  any warm-up,
excepting general phrases of agreement/disagreement
etc.;  almost the only  idea  offered  for warming-up is the
use of brainstorming. There may be other ideas in the
teacher's  book, but this was unavailable for review.
There  is in general  a lack of variety in presenting
material, which  can lead to a loss of student  interest. As
for the sudden introductions of new “provocative”
subject matter, it may seem at first to promise a lively
debate. However,  although “nuclear weapons” might
seem a provocative topic, would an enthralling discus-
sion really ensue if one native speaker went up to
another and suddenly said out of the blue “Let’s dis-
cuss nuclear weapons”? While this criticism may bc a
little harsh given the aims of the book, it tends to
demonstrate that what teachers feel is good for their
students may actually bc different from how they
would feel when placed in the reverse situation.

Professional Interactions is accompanied by a cassette
of material to be studied in the “listening practice”
sections. These recordings are generally reasonable,
although some voices seem to be slightly exaggerated
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HEINLE & HEINLE / NEWBURY  HOUSE
Developing Conversation Skills !

All Talk
Problem Solving for New Students of English
Jann Huizenga and Maria Thomas-Ruzic
This is a high-beginning listening and
speaking text for adult and young-adult
learners of ESL/EFL  This engaging  text
uses provocative topics  of h i g h  human
interest as sprinboards  for d e c i s i o n -
making tasks which encour  a g e  m e a n  i ngfu l
oral practice in E n g l  ish.

Speaking Effective/y
Strategies for Academic Interaction
Janet Kayfetz and Michaele  Smith
High-intermediate to advanced
This new text aims to teach studetns
strategies for speaking n academic
settings, so that they can interact
appropriately. Students learn to predict
scenarios  based  o n  situation  a n d
audience, to modify  their  s p e e c h  in
reaction  to other speak e r s  s' responses

and when and how to chose a conversation

Can’t Stop Talking, 2/e
Discussion Problems for
Advanced Beginners and
Low Intermediates
George M. Rooks
H i g h - b e g i n n i n g  t o
low-intermediate
Designed to create  situtions
where students do the talking

this text offers a proven
method  for building conversation
skills. Each unit presents a
stimulating  problem,  w h i c h
t he s t u de n  t m u s t solve.

The Non-Stop
Discussion Workbook,
Problems for Intermediate
and Advanced Students
of English, 2/e
George M. Rooks
I n t e r m e d i a t e t o  A d v a n c e d
Designed  tc create a lively,
st udent-cent  ered classroom
w h e r e  t t h l e a r n e r s  do rhe
I a l  king, this widely  used
t ii x I e n c o u r a g e s  st udents t o
work  t oget  h e r  to solve
st imulating  problems. Each

pr o b l e m  is i n t r o d u c e d  through

a  combination  of drawings and
text  and is accompanied  by a
straightforward  method for
s  o 1 u  t i 3 n

Please send me further information on
Name
School Name

Address
Pcstcode Tel:
Thomson Publishing Japan, Hirakawacho Nemoto  Bldg., 6F,
l-7-11 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102 Japan.
Tel: (03)3221-1441 Fax: (03) 3237-1459



(only a demonstration tape covering the first three of
the ten listening practices was available, so the above
comments are made on the basis of the recordings for
the early stages of the book).

There is a tendency nowadays (certainly in Japan) for
students to be more discriminating about the way text
materials are packaged. On this count, Professional I n
teractions  does not impress. An attempt to enliven the
visual appeal was made by adding a few photographs
and sketches-but when they are added purely to
illustrate situations such as a “heavy load,” it seems
rather contrived.

Professional Interactions attempts to cover the fields of
science, technology and medicine. It therefore almost
inevitably tends to cover too wide a range of topics,
despite the attempted compensation whereby the au-
thors offer examples from a range of scientific disci-
plines for each activity.

In conclusion, Professional Interactions presents a range
of topics in various scientific fields. However, this
material is often presented in a rather uninspired fash-
ion, and would have been more effective if written in a
more concise style. The book could be useful, though,
if the teacher uses the material selectively and makes a
major effort in designing warm-up activities etc. to add
a bit of spice. But too often the book seems to be lacking
that spark that creates interest.

Reviewed by Brian Harrison
Chuo University

RECENTLY RECEIVED
The following items arc available for review. An aster-
isk indicates first notice. An exclamation mark indi-
cates third and final notice. All final-notice items will be
discarded after October 31.

FOR STUDENTS
*BBC/Harper Collins (1992). BBC English Dictionary. London:

Harper Collins Publishers.
“Collins COBUILD English Usage (1992). (Companion to Collins

COBUILD English Grammar.) London: Harper Collins Publishers.
Adams, W. & Brody, J. (1991). Reading beyond words: Fourth edition.

Fort Worth, Texas: Holt, Kiehart and Winston.
Ashkenas, J. (1988). Begin in English: Vocabulary-expanding short

stories. Studio City, Cal.: JAG Publications.
Ashkenas, J. (1990). From the beginning: A first reader in American

history. Studio City, Cal.: JAG Publications.
Ashkenas, J. (1991). More comics and conservation: Using humor to elicit

conversation and develop vocbulary. Studio City, Cal.: JAG
Publications.

Berman, S. & Bratton, A. (1991). Flashback ‘63 (student’s book,
teacher's  manual, 2 tapes). Tokyo: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Japan, Inc.

DeMaria, R (1991). The collegew handbook of creative writing. Orlando,
Fla.:  Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

Graham, C. (1991). Rhythm and role play (student’s book; tape).
Studio City, Cal.: JAG Publications.

HBJ New Readers (1991). Level 1. Black river; Dream machine; Emerald
plane; The  girl with no name; Kidnapped: Soccer star; Night ride; Space
colony 47; Train wreck. Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc. (8  titles for single review).

Markline, J.; Hawkins, R & Isaacson, B. (1991). Thinking on paper: A
process writing workbook with readings: Second edition: International
edition. Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Mini-world (1992). Cross section: World arrairs in simple English
(quarterly magazine; summer  1992 issue). Tokyo: Mini-world
Publications.

Schneider, K. & Schneider, D. (1992). Spanish family meals all through
the year. Tokyo: Mini-World Books.

Volga, F. (1992). Doomo doomo paradise 2. Tokyo: Mini-World Books.

FOR TEACHERS
O'Sullivan, J. (1992). Teaching English in Japan. Brighton: In print

Publishing Ltd.

9

Information for Publisher:

New classroom texts and
materials as well as new
teacher resource books are

welcomed by The Language
Teacher for reviews. In the case of
classroom texts/materials, reviewers will
be testing them in class, so please make
sure that a complete set of materials
(including text, tape, teacher’s manual, as
appropriate) is sent.

Publishers should
send all review copies of
books and other materials
to the JALT Reviews
Coordinator, Sandra
lshikawa (address on p. 1).

L

Information for Reviewers \

Requests for review copies of items listed in the Recently Received column should be
addressed to the JALT Reviews Coordinator, Sandra lshikawa (address on p. 1).

Inquiries regarding reviews of any other materials should be addressed to the Book
Review Editor, Tamara Swenson (address on p. 1).

It is the policy of The Language Teacher that no reviews solicited by authors or
publishers of the reviewed works will be accepted.

--/
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FIFTY-FIFTY:
A Basic Course in Communicative English

l a new course for lower-level students written and
classroom-tested in Japan for Japanese students
of all ages

l focuses extensively on active listening and speaking
l task-based pair and group work activities
l ideal for large classes
l beautifully and humorously illustrated

PHR LFwmmB  w6200 Ws@swOa  off c&qmw
Jochi  Kojimachi  Bldg.,  3F. 6-1-25  Kojimachi,  Chiyoda-ku,  Tokyo 102, JAPAN

. Telephone,: (03)  3238-1050  Fax: (03)  3237-1460
PRENTICE HALL REGENTS A PARAMOUNT COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY



HOKKAIDO

Activities in Teaching
Communicative English

by Laura MacGregor

Former AET Laura MacGregor shared some of her
ideas for communication activities at a special JALT
meeting at Obihiro in June.

Japanese teachers often feel that communication prac-
tise takes time away from that which would be better
spent on text-based lecture-style learning. MacGregor
showed how the textbook can be used as a vehicle for
communicative activities, resulting in both increased
ability and motivation among students.

She demonstrated six activities. Among them was
paraphrasing and/or story-making activity, which can
be a good pre-teaching technique for new material. In
a dictation activity she emphasized word awareness,
that is, before dictating, students are expected to catch
a particular word and then to catch what words and
phrases come before and after that word, which con-
tributes to grasping the meaning better and makes
dictation meaningful. Word bingo or definition bingo,
and crossword puzzles provide good review exercises
with new words in the text.

At the end she gave examples of two kinds of com-
municative pair work, in which the participants expe-
rienced two situations with different information gaps.
In one situation only one of the pair keep giving infor-
mation, while in the other, both of the pair have differ-
ent information about the same thing, and the informa-
tion gap is 50% vs 50%. In the latter situation commu-
nication can be more active.

She can be well said to have presented the key to a
new curriculum emphasizing communication activity.

Reported by Mikiya Koarai

KOBE

Stones Speak
by Robert Habbick

At the September meeting Robert Habbick of Oxford
University Press conducted a workshop designed to
show how the response rate of Japanese students,
especially at the junior and senior high school level,
could be increased. He did this through a number of
practical activities for groups or pairs which ranged
from translation, vocabulary building and listening, to
role play, quizzes and scanning a text for answers.
Many of these activities involved what has been called
‘constructive pressure’ and Habbick was at pains to
point out the importance of maximizing student au-
tonomy. He also showed how it was possible to in-
crease student speaking time and response rate gradu-
ally through the use of formulaic responses, initially
short but extending in length during the course of an
activity. By emphasizing the need  to reward or praise

students for any attempt at using English and to main-
tain a competitive balance of scores among groups in a
class quiz, Habbick demonstrated that it might well be
possible to make “stones speak.“

Reported by Michael Skelton

N A R A

How to Set Up and
Run an Extensive Reading Program

by Beniko Mason

At our September meeting, Beniko Mason began her
presentation with a rationale for extensive reading,
pointing out the weaknesses of conventional “inten-
sive” (grammar/translation) reading programs and
introducing empirical data to show that extensive read-
ing is more effective than intensive reading on improv-
ing reading comprehension, writing ability and read-
ing speed. She then went on to explain the preparations
necessary to set up an extensive reading program,
discuss the teaching procedure, and outline teacher’s
and learners’ tasks in the program.

Extensive handouts included a short handbook titled
“Before you start an extensive reading class” (in Japa-
nese) that Mason gives to her students before starting
the program so that they can understand the program
and get themselves ready to take it.

Reported by Mary Goebel Noguchi

YOKOHAMA

Japanese Comics and American Comics
by Shonosuke Kanehira

In September, the Yokohama chapter meeting departed
from language teaching when Shonosuke Kanehira
took us into the publishing field in Japan and the US. He
had worked for Shogakan Publishing in Japan until
two years ago.

He began with a  history of comic publishing in Japan
and circulation figures for popular weekly and monthly
manga periodicals. We appreciated samples of “Spider
man” or “Dragon Ball Z(ed)" in translation and stopped
listening for a few minutes.

Discussion touched on women’s participation, creat-
ing themes for comics, direct and indirect responses
from outside of the comic  industry: and pricing mecha-
nisms. It was a wonderful overview of publishing and
distribution of comics in Japan.

Reported by Howard Doyle

Research Grants

JALT offers  grants  fo r  research  in  language teach ing .
For details. contact the Central Office.
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CHOOSE THE BEST

BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH

l TWO stages from False Beginner to

Lower Intermediate level

l Up to date methodology with

activity based approach

l Listening and Speaking skills

carefully integrated

THE LOST SECRET

l Unforgettable and gripping video

action at Elementary level

l systematic revision of basic grammar

and language for use in everyday

situations

l Students’ Book (monolingual and

bilingual) and Teacher’s Guide

available

MEYNARD

PUBLISHING

LTD.

To: MEYNARD PUBLISHING LIMITED
Ogura Bldg. 1-2-5 Nishi-sugamo, Toshima-ku,  Tokyo 170
Tes:03-5394-3500  Fax:03-5394-3505

Please send more information :
n BBC BEGINNERS’ ENGLISH UTHE  LOST SECRET

Name:
School:



An Appeal
To all members of the teaching profession, and to all writers,
translators and publishers, please help the refugees from
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina. In spite of all our earlier
hopes that the situation in these parts of Europe might im-
prove, it has not. Indeed, it has grown dramatically worse.
Daily, thousand of refuges are flooding into Slovenia to seek
shelter from the devastation of the war. Slovenia can offer
refuge, but it cannot cope alone with this great influx of
homeless people .  I f  you have anyth ing to  spare-whether  i t  be
c lo thes ,  househo ld  i t ems  or money--it would  be great ly appre-
ciated. Please send any aid to: Alan Duff, Pod Hrasti, 71.
61001 L jub l jana ,  S loven ia .

Editor's  note: A cheap and cnvenient way to send money over seas  is
via International Postal Money Order (gaikoku yubinkawase). available
from any of the larger post offices in Japan. According to a source in
Yugoslavia, rhe German mark is the  currency mosf known in eastern
Europe, whereas the yen is unknown. Second best is the U.S. dollar,
which can be sent via rhe type of postal money order mentined above.

Books and leaching Materials Needed in Yugoslavia
If you have English textbooks, teachers’ resource books, or
teaching materials to donate, please send them to: Professor
Mariana Perisic, English Language and Literature Depart-
ment, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Novi Sad, 21000
Novi  Sad,  Yugos lav ia .

The Modern language Journal
The Modern Language Journal is a quarterly publication
recognized throughout the world as the outstanding foreign
language/  pedagog ica l  research  journa l  in  the  Un i ted  S ta tes .
Topics  covered include teaching strategies, bilingualism, ap-
plied linguistics, teaching of literature, study abroad, innova-
t ive fore ign language programs,  and deve lopments  in  cur r icu-
lum,  teach ing  mate r ia ls  and  tes t ing  and  eva lua t ion .  Subscr ibe
now, or recommend a subscription to your library. Rates:
Individual: $20/yr.;  Institutions: $40/yr.;  Foreign Subscribers:
add $8/yr for regular postage or $20/yr for airmail. Reply to:
Journa l  D iv is ion ,  The  Un ivers i t y  o f  Wiscons in  Press ,  114  Nor th
Murray Street, Madison, Wisconsin, 53715, U.S.A. Editor:
David P. Benseler, Department of Modern Languages and
Literatures, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio,  44106,  U.S.A.

Call for Contributions
Studies in Team Teaching: A Team Teaching N-SIG Initiative

Contributions are being sought for a major study of team
teaching related issues to be published by the Kenkyusha
Publishing Company. Edited by Minoru Wada and Antony
Cominos, the book will consist of 250 pages at 300 words per
page. A royalty will be paid to all contributors. Well docu-
mented ar t i c les  a re  we lcome on any  aspec t  o f  team teach ing .
It is likely that the book will be organized around two major
objectives: First to provide a research based study of policy
and recommendations for reform; and second to provide a
research-based yet practical guide for classroom team teach-
ers. Anyone interested in contributing to the volume should
first write to Antony  Cominos, enclosing a stamped self-
addressed return envelope, in order to obtain guidelines for
the project. Contributors are encouraged to submit their work
on Apple Macintosh disk(s) using Microsoft Word software.

Contact: Antony  Cominos, 1112 Sunvale  Asahigirioka,
Higashino-cho 1-5,  Asashi -sh i ,  Hyogo-ken,  673.  Te l .  and Fax:
(078) 914-0052.  Deadline: March 30,  1993.

Call for Presentations
Tokyo JALT is presenting a mini-conference entitled “Chal-
lenge of English Teaching in Japan-a Troubleshooter’s
Workshop,” February 14, 1993. The wide variety of teaching
workplaces and situations, and the particular problems (and
advantages) of these will be surveyed. We are looking for
presen ta t ions  on  top ics  rang ing  f rom teach ing  co l l ege  c lasses
to teaching children, teaching company classes to teaching
from your  home.  A lso  soughtare  presenta t ions  concern ing  job
seeking/changing strategies, resume writing, professional
deve lopment  and the  Japanese admin is t ra tor ’s  po in t  o f  v iew.
Severa l  a reas  a l ready f i l led  are  cont rac ts ,  work ing  cond i t ions ,
the role of the foreign administrator, and working in semmon
gakkos. Two or more presenters with similar topics are espe-
cially welcome to form panel groups. Deadline for abstracts
(75 words p lus  a  25 word b iodata  s ta tement )  is  December  15.
Contact: Will Flaman, 2-4-6 Mukogaoka, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo,
113. Phone: (h) 03-3816-6834,  (w) 03-5684-4817, or Evelyn
Denardo: Phone 03-3268-1476.

Tokyo Chapter Onsen Trip
for Executive Committee Members of JALT

Tokyo ’s  Execut ive  Commi t tee  p lans  to  w ind up the  year with  a
repeat of 1991’s successful onsen trip. Probable dates will be
December 26-27 (location to be announced). We especially
welcome those who would like to know more about getting
invo lved in  the  ac t iv i t ies  o f  the  Execut ive  Commi t tee .  Excom
members from other chapters are also welcome. For more
informat ion,  contact :  Mi tsue Tamai  (h)  0473-72-9061,  (w)  03-
3814-1661 or Will Flaman (h) 03-3816-6834 (w) 03-5684-
4817.
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Could This Be YOU?-___.
s want to chat in English, but are shy

* You would like at least 80% Student Talking Time
* You need a lot of activities to help students speak
* You want a short, flexible course that has:

Lots of Speaking Practice and Patterns
Formal and Informal Language
Grammatical Reminders and Functional English
Controlled, Semi-Controlled and Free-Speaking activities
Tapes for Home and Class-Use
Topics Familiar and Interesting to Your Students

If you think this is YOU, then the: ALLTALK. II “d i
is just what you’ve been looking for!

H Level 1 - False Beginner / Elementary
n  Level 2 - Elementary / Lower Intermediate.

fx-I---------------------~--~7

I For a free sample copy of ALLTLK, please write to:

I  M Macmillan LanguageHouse  Ltd., 5-14-7 Hakusan, Bunkyo-Ku, I

Tokyo 11 2. Tel: 03-3943-6857 Fax: 03-3943-6863 I
I

I N a m e  _~~~ -...-__ I
Macmillan

LanguageHouse
School __--_____- I

I Address I
LL4

--..-.---.___~ ___..__--
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I



N-SIGs  Seek
Executive Committee Representation

Since the N-SIGs finally won official  approval to form
in 1989, they have grown rapidly, averaging over a
hundred members per group for a second successive
year. With many members having found a valuable
outlet for their research energies, N-SIGs would now
like the responsibility they deserve via representation
at the Executive Committee level. In this way, the N-
SIGs can be actively involved in helping make crucial
decisions about JALT's future, many of which affect the
N-SIGs directly. Everyone interested in the N-SIGs is
encouraged to attend the Annual JALT General Busi-
ness Meeting at JALT 92 (Sunday, November 22nd
from 5:00  p.m. in Room 1619) to support proposed N-
SIG amendments. Full proposal details elsewhere in
this issue.

N-SIG Hospitality Rooms/Sponsored
Presentations/Business Meetings

A reminder that JALT 92 N-SIG Hospitality Rooms will
be open all day Sunday, November 22nd for face-to-
face networking in Building 14, on floor 1 (Video), 2
(Global Issues in Education) and 3 (JSL, Bilingualism
and all the forming N-SIGs)  . Saturday afternoon will be
for preparation and Monday morning for final in-
quires. The first ever N-SIG sponsored sessions are
Japanese as a Second Language (Saturday) and Video
(Monday). All interested can bring their own lesson
ideas to Bruce Evans “Developing Video Lessons.” The
business meetings (see program for details) are vital for
good planning. All who can should attend to support
each group by volunteering ideas and help for 1993.

-- From the N-SIGs

English for Academic Purposes

This forming group brings the number of forming and
formed groups to ten. The EAP N-SIG will establish a
network of JALT members involved in preparing Japa-
nese students for study abroad. Members will share
teaching materials and other resources to help each
other in preparing students for their study abroad
experience. More information and sign-up sheets will
be available in Room 1434 (forming N-SIG Hospitality
Room) at JALT 92. Contact the acting coordinator for
information: Suzanne Ledeboer, Hiroshima College of
Foreign Languages, 1-2-12 Senda-machi, Naka-ku,
Hiroshima 730. Phone: (w)  082-241-8900 (h)  082-541-
2814, Fax: 082-249-2321

Materials Writers

As with many of the forming N-SIGs.  the Materials
Writers N-SIG is fast approaching the required mini-
mum of fifty members. By September, 36 JALT members
had already joined. All interested in forming N-SIGs
should join via acting coordinators by or during confer-
ence time, so sign up  for the group or groups that can help
you. The N-Sig for Materials Writers is a mutual assis-
tance network that helps members achieve high Stan-
dards of professionalism in creating language teaching
and learning materials in all media, whether they be
traditional or visionary. For further information about
joining, please contact: Jim Swan, Aoyama 8-122,  Nara
630. Phone: (w) 0742-44-1251, Fax: 0742-41-0650.

Teacher Education

This forming N-Sig provides a forum for all JALT mem-
bers interested in teacher training and development.
Japan offers wide ranging academic and non-academic
teacher training opportunities. Teacher Education aims
to establish a continuous means for teachers involved to
exchange ideas, pool resources and formulate research
needs. TE N-SIG will aim to help teachers achieve their
fullest potential. Concrete goals include a newsletter, a
resource exchange system via, for example, videos for
classroom observation, liaison with other interested or-
ganizations, organizing seminars and workshops and
coordinating TE activities both locally and nationally.
Teacher Education will participate in the N-SIG Hospi-
tality Room at JALT 92. All interested should visit or
contact the acting coordinator for more information:
(Mr.) Jan Visscher, 3-17-14 Sumiyoshi, Higashi-machi,
Higashi Nada-ku, Kobe 6.58.

Team Teaching

At this forming N-SIG’s business meeting (November
21, 4 to 5:54 p.m. Room 1122) the work undertaken
since the group was established last year and the tenta-
tive Statement of Purpose (required for all N-SIGs)  will
be reviewed. Everyone is welcome to play an organiza-
tional role. The Team Teaching Colloquium featuring
former Monbusho officer Minoru Wada  is Sunday,
November 22nd in Room 1225. Team Teaching is orga-
nizing and represented in the Forming N-SIG Hospital-
ity Room 1434. Anyone wishing to can join at any of the
above or by contacting the coordinator Antony
Cominos, at 1112 Sunvale Asahigirioka, Higashino-
cho l-5,  Akashi-shi, Hyogo-ken 673. Phone and fax: (h)
0789144052.
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GUIDED READERS

Heinemann International

Shin Nichibo Building

stunning new covers

larger format

all Beginner level
titles in full color

high quality paper

fresh new typeface

worksheat fur each

I 1-2-1 Sarugaku-cho Chiyoda-ku,

Tokyo 101
Tel, : 03-3294-0791.
Fax:  03-3294-0792



Please send all announcements for this
column to Son ia  Sonoko Yosh i take (see p .
1 ) .  The announcement  shou ld  fo l low the
style and format of other announcements in
this column. It must be received by the 25th
of  the month two months before the month
of publication.

AKITA
Tim Ke l ly ,  0188-96-6100

CHIBA
T o p i c :

Spkrs:

Date:
Time:

P lace :
Fee:

In fo :

Cooperative Language Learn-
ing
William F. Flaman, Robert M.
Homan  and Christopher J. Poel
Sunday, November 8
1:30-4:30  p. m.
Chiba Chuo Communi ty  Center
Members free; Non-members
¥1000
Bill Casey, 043-255-7489

This will be a workshop on coopera-
tive learning tasks which the presenters
have developed for their own class-
rooms.

Christopher Jon Poel is lecturer of
Eng l i sh  a t  Musash i  I ns t i t u te  o f  Techno l -
ogy in Tokyo where he conducts re-
search on the effectiveness of formal
ins t ruc t i on .

Robert M. Homan  is an instructor at
ICU as well as an assistant editor of the
Temple U. Japan Studies in Applied
L i n g u i s t i c s ,

William F. Flaman is instructor of En-
g l i sh  a t  Bunkyo  Women ’s  Co l lege .  He i s
also coordinator for the Bunkyo Lan-
guage Education Center.

FUKUI
Hiroyuki Kondo, 0776-56-0404

FUKUOKA
T o p i c :

Spkr:
Date:
T i m e :
P lace :

Fee:

I t ’ s  a  Quest ion o f  Mot iva t ion  and
,7  Problem Areas of English
Grammar
Colin Granger
Sunday, November 8
1:30-4:30  p.m.
AMICUS  Fukuoka Women’s
Center, Takamiya in Minami-
ku,  Fukuoka (get off  at  Takamiya
on the Nishitetsu Omuta line &
you ’ re  there .  Te l :  092-526-3755)
Members free; Non-members
¥1000

In fo : Lesley Koustaff, 092-714-7717
If you think “My students just aren’t

motivated” or “How can I get them talk-
ing?“, this talk is for you. As well as
prov id ing  mot iva t ing  ac t i v i t i es  to  s t imu-
late students’ interest, the presenter will
examine which fac tors  need to  be taken
into account when designing teaching
materials for adult learners of English.

Colin Granger is an ESL materials
writer, co-director of a British fringe the-
atre company and will be a featured
speaker  a t  the 1992 JALT Nat iona l  Con-
ference.

FUKUSHIMA (Petitioning Chapter)
Zafar Syed, 0249-32-0806

GUNMA
T o p i c : KEEP THEM MOVING- Ac-

tivities for Young EFL Learners
Keiko Abe
Sunday, November 15
2:00-4:30  p.  m.
Noda i  N i ko  H igh  Schoo l ,
Takasaki City
Members free; Non-members
¥1000;  Students ¥500
Leo Yof fe ,  0273-52-6750
Hisatake Jimbo, 0274-62-0376

Spkr:
Date:
T i m e :
P lace :

Fee:

In fo :

Young learners  don ’ t  learn  languages
l i ke  adu l ts .  They  learn  bes t  th rough the i r
personal, real-life experiences. Many
fun ac t i v i t ies ,  games,  and  songs ,  requ i r -
ing  a t tendee par t i c ipa t ion ,  w i l l  be  dem-
onstrated. The firsthand experiences of
th is  p resen ta t ion  can  be  app l ied  to  bo th
ch i ld ren and young adu l t  learners .

Keiko Abe is President of Communi-
cation And Language Associates and
lectures at Kanto Gakuin Women’s Col-
lege. She serves on the Editorial Advi-
sory Board of  TESOL Journa l  and on the
Nominating Committee of TESOL’s  El-
ementary  Educat ion IS Steer ing Board.

HAMAMATSU
Brendan Lyons, 053-454-4649
M a m i  Y a m a m o t o .  053-885-3806

HIMEJI
Yasutoshi Kaneda. 0792-89-0855

HIROSHIMA
Marie Tsuruda or Kathy McDevitt,  082-
2 2 8 - 2 2 6 9

HOKKAIDO
T o p i c : I t ’ s  a  Quest ion  o f  Mot iva t ion
Spkr: Colin Granger
Date: Sunday, November 15
T i m e :  1:OO-4:00 p,  m.
Place: Kaderu 2.7 Bldg (North 2 West

7) Room 1020.

Fee: Members and Students free;
others ¥1000.

In fo : Ken Hartmann  01 l-584-7588
See Fukuoka Chapter Announcement

IBARAKI
Mart in E.  Pauly,  0298-52-9523
Michiko Komatsuzaki, 0292-54-7203

KAGAWA
Harumi Yamashita, 0878-67-4362

KAGOSHIMA
Keith Brown, 0994-73-1235

KANAZAWA
Christmas Party-evening of Decem-
ber 13.
In fo : Masako Ooi, 0766-22-8312

Mary Ann Mooradian, 0762-22-
2 1 5 3

KOBE
Jane Hoelker, 078-822-1065

KYOTO
Kyoko Nozaki, 075-71 l-3972
Michael  Wol f ,  075-65-8847

MATSUYAMA
Topic: Environmentalism as a Teach-

ing  Too l
Spkr: Ron Murphy
Date: Sunday, December 13
Time: 2:00-4:30  p.  m.
P l a c e :  S h i n o n o m e  H i g h  S c h o o l

Kinenkan, 4F
F e e : Members free; Non-members

¥1000
In fo : D. McMurray, 0899-31-9561

Takami Uemura,  0899-31-8686
The ever-increasing awareness of

environmental problems and solutions
affords English teachers an opportunity
to  c rea te  lessons  focus ing  on  th i s  impor -
tant current event topic. But, it is some-
times difficult for teachers to assimilate
current knowledge into effective and
presentable forms in the classroom.

The presenter will introduce inter-ac-
tive classroom activities as well as texts
and other relevant materials for teach-
ers and students. The presentation will
expand the scope o f  t rad i t iona l  env i ron-
men ta l  d i scuss ions  as  we l l  as  cha l l enge
teachers to consider their own consump-
t ion  hab i t s .

Ron Murphy wi l l  a lso present  the v iews
of  p ro fess iona ls  who are  invo lved in  the
educat ion-env i ronment  f ie ld ,  and a  sur -
vey done among Ehime-area educators
about environmentalism in the class-
room.
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HALL  REGENTS OF JAPAN
and ABC NEWS are proud  topresent
the ABC NEWS VIDEO LIBRARY

SPECIAL PRICE!
Video Package only

your local bookstore
or bookseller

A NEW VIDEO/TEXT LEARNING PACKAGE DEVELOPED BY
LANGUAGE TEACHING PROFESSIONALS FOR ESL/EFL  STUDENTS.

NOW AVAILABLE IN JAPAN:

Cl  VIDEO - Authentic language on broadcast-quality videos, featuring
carefully chosen segments from WORLD NEWS TONIGHT, 20/20, PRIME
TIME LIVE, NIGHTLINE, and more.

C l STUDENT-BOOK - A task-based, integrated skills approach to language
learning.

C l INSTRUCTOR’S MANUAL - With answer keys and complete transcripts
of video segments.

Cl ALL COMPONENTS are available together in a special package or sepa-
rately.

PHR
For a sample video or brochure, please contact:

Pr@mQBG@  Mfa  L%qpmDs  Gaff  Qqm~.
Jochi Kojimachi Bldg., 3F. 6-1-25 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku,  Tokyo  102. JAPAN

+

Telephone: (03) 3238-1050 Fax: (03)  3237-1460

A PARAMOUNT COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
~__



MORIOKA
Jeff Aden.  0196-23-4699

NAGANO
Richard Uehara. 0262-86-4441

NAGASAKI
T o p i c : It’s a Question of Motivation
Spkr: Colin Granger (tentative)
Date: Saturday, November 7
Time: 2:30-4:30  p.m.
Place: Education Building, Nagasaki

University
Fee: Members free; Non-members

¥500
In fo : Brian Moss 0958-20-5713
See Fukuoka Chapter Announcement

NAGOYA
Helen  Sa i to ,  052-936-6493
Ryoko Katsuda. 0568-73-2288

NARA
There will be no meeting in November
and the  nex t  meet ing  w i l l  be  on  the  1  s t
Sunday of December, not on the 2nd.
Topic: Oral Testing
S p k r :  Bill  Reis
Date: Sunday, December 6
T i m e . 1 :OO-4.00 p.m.
Place: Saidaiji  YMCA
Fee: Members free; Non-members

¥1000
In fo : Masami  Sugi ta ,  0742-47-4121

Denise Vaughn, 0742-49-2443
Bill Reis works for Doshisha Women’s

Co l lege

NIIGATA
Donna Fuj imoto,  0254-43-6413
Michiko Umeyama, 025-267-2904

OKAYAMA
Fuklko  Numoto, 0862-53-6648

OKINAWA
James Ross, 09889-68-4686

OMIYA
Yukie Kayano, 048-746-8238

OSAKA
Yoshihisa Ohnishi, 06-354-1826

SENDAI
Topic: JALT 92 Conference reports/

business meeting/benenkai
Spkr: Local members
Date: Sunday, December 6
T i m e : 1 :OO-4:00 p. m.
Place: 141 Building (near Mitsukoshi

on Ichibancho)
Fee: Members free; non-members

¥1000

Takashi Seki, 022-278-8271  (h)
Brenda Hayashi, 022-277-6205 (w)

SHIZUOKA
Greg Jewell,  0559-67-4490

SUWA
Mary Aruga, 0266-27-3894

TOKUSHIMA
Sachie Nishida, 0886-32-4737

TOKYO
Topic: Teaching Ideas that Work
Spkrs: Members of the Tokyo Chap-

ter-other Chapters Welcome
Date: Sunday, December 6
Time: 2:00-5:00  p. m.
Place: Huron College Japan (one

minute’s walk from Shimochiai
station on the Seibu-Shinjuku
Line-take the local, not the
express!)

Fee: Members free; Non-members
¥1000

In fo : Wi l l  F laman ,  03-5684-4817 (w)
Don Modesto,  03-3360-2568  (h)

The Tokyo chapter’s 1992 windup
plans to feature you, our members. We
should  be ab le  to  feature  between 8  and
12 speakers .  Length  o f  p resenta t ion  t ime
can be  qu i te  f lex ib le ,  f rom f i ve  to  f i f teen
minutes.  You may choose to  br ing your
favourite “sure-fire” teaching ideas, or
give a summary of an inspiring presen-
tation from JALT 92. Plans will also be
discussed for the annual “onsen” trip as
well as what’s up for 1993. If interested
in presenting or in becoming more in-
vo lved  in  the  chapter ,  p lease contac t  us
as soon as possible.

TOYOHASHI
Topic: Knowledge Crystallization in

Language Learn ing
Spkr: Katsuyoshi Sanematsu
Date: Sunday, November 15
Time: 1:30-4:30  p. m.
Place: Toyohashi University of Tech-

no logy ,  Language  Cen te r  1  F
F e e : Members Free; Non-members

¥1000
Info : Kazunori Nozawa, 0532-25-

6 5 7 8
How do we make progress in lan-

guage learning? Everybody knows that
a mere accumulation of knowledge is
not enough to learn a new language
successfully. In order to achieve com-
plete  mastery  o f  the new language one
needs to experience a sequence of
“breakthroughs” in  which his or her learn-
ing is accelerated to make significant
progress. This presentation focuses on
this phenomenon of knowledge crystal-
lization, centering around Pike’s con-
cept of language nucleation and
Krashen’s din hypothesis.

Katsuyoshi Sanematsu is an associ-
ate professor at Rikkyo University.

UTSUNOMIYA
James Chambers, 0286-27-l 858
Michiko Kunitomo, 0286-61-8759

WEST TOKYO
Yumiko Kiguchi, (h) 0427-23-8795, (w)

0427-92-2891

YAMAGATA
T o p i c :
Spkr:
Date:
T i m e :
P lace :

Fee:

In fo :

Art as Education
Terry Stern
Sunday, November 29
1:30-3:30  p.m.
Yamagata Kajo Public Hall
(Shironishi-machi  0236-43-
2 6 8 7 )
Members free; Non-members
¥500
Fumio Sugawara, 0238-85-
2 4 6 8

Terry Stern is an instructor at
Yamagata New Day English Conversa-
tion School. She will discusse  art as
education in foreign language acquisi-
t ion  and w i l l  demonst ra te  the  joy  o f  pa in t -
ing based on the theory of Bob Ross’
Wet-on-Wet painting now being broad-
cast through NHK Satellite TV.

YAMAGUCHI
Garrett Myers, 0835-24-0734
Eri Takeyama, 0836-31-4373

YOKOHAMA
Ron Thornton, 0467-31-2797
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by  Dav id  Pau l ‘&j‘i..

The ~~rn~kttz  course for Japanese children
l ‘Developed and tested in Japan over 10 years l For children who only have 1 or 2 classes a week

l  Over 75 games, songs and chants for active learning
_~-------------------------------------------------~
Please send me a free inspection copy of <\tiding *q,,

II Heinemann International
I

~ i Level1 1 1 Level2 LA Level3 I Level4 r ! Level5 ’: Shin Nichibo Bldg., 7F,  1-2-1 Sarugakucho,

School: IName: I Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 101
I

Address (School ! / Home ,-I): ; Phone: 03-3294-0791 Fax: 03-3294-0792

i w Right from the start!
I



To place information in this column, contact Masaki Oda, Dept. of Date:
Foreign Langues, Tamagawa University, 6-1-1 Tamagawa Gakuen, P lace :
Machida,  Tokyo, 194, Japan, phone: (w) 0427-28-3271,  (h) phone/fax:
044-988-4996,  two months in advance of desired date of publication.

Contac t :

N a m e :

Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

N a m e :
Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

N a m e :

Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

Name:

Date:
P lace :

International University of Japan 4th Confer-
ence on Second Language Research in Japan
November 14, 1992
IUJ Tokyo Campus
Mitsuko Nakajima, Language Programs, IUL
Yamato-machi,  Minami Uonuma-gun
Niigata-ken, Japan 949-72
Tel :  0257-79-1498,  Fax:  0257-79-4441

ETAS (Switzerland) Annual General Meeting
November 28, 1992
Biel,  Switzerland
llona Bossart,  Lindaustr 29, 9524 Zuzwil
Switzerland

International Symposium on the Teaching of
French and English as Second Languages
December 3-5, 1992
The Skyline Hotel, Ottawa, Canada
Raymond LeBlanc,  international Symposium
Second Language Institute, University of Ottawa
Ottawa, K1 N 6N5,  Canada
Tel: (613) 564-3941, Fax: (613) 564-9969

The 3rd Conference on second language Acqui-
si t ion-Foreign Language Learning (SLA-FLL I l l )
February 26-28, 1993
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. U.S.A.

N a m e :

T h e m e :
Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

N a m e :

Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

N a m e :

Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

Deadline  for Abstracts: November 15, 1992
Contac t : SLA-FLL I l l

Purdue University, 1359 Stanley Coulter Hall
W. Lafayette, IN. 47907-1359 U.S.A.
Tel: (317) 494-3867
E-mail rbdorfer@mace.cc.purdue.edu

N a m e :

T h e m e :

Date:
P lace :

Contac t :

Georgetown University Roundtable on Lan-
P lace :

guage and Linguistics 1993 (GURT 93)
Deadline for Abstracts: Januarv 31.  1993

Strategic  Interaction and Language Acquisition:
Contac t :

Theory,  Practice, and Research -
March 9-13, 1993
Georgetown University Conference Center,  Wash-
ington, D.C., U.S.A.
James E. Alatis, Chair/Helen E. Karn, Coordina-
tor, School of Languages and Linguistics,
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057-1067, U.S.A.
Tel: (202) 687-5726, Fax: (202) 687-5712
E-mail: gurt@guvax.binet  (or)
gurt@guvax.georgetown.edu(internet).

Name!
Date:
P lace :
Contact:

TEAL ‘93 (British Columbia)
March 18-20,  1993
Victoria, BC, Canada
TEAL ‘93, 177-4664 Lougheed Highway
Burnaby, BC, V5C  5T5,  Canada

N a m e :

T h e m e :

The 13th Annual Second Language Research
Forum (SLRF)
Cognitive Perspectives on Second Language
A c q u i s i t i o n

N a m e :
Date:

March 19-21, 1993
Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.
Marion Delarche &  Dawn McCormick
SLRF Conference Co-chairs, Linguistics Dept.
2816 Cathedra l  o f  Learn ing
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260, U.S.A.
Tel: (412)624-5900, Fax: (412) 624-6130

Teachers of English to the Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL) 27th Annual Convention
and Exposition
Designing Our World
Apr i l  13-17,  1993
At lan ta  H i l ton ,  A t lan ta ,  GA,  USA
TESOL,  1600 Cameron St . ,  Su i te  300
Alexandr ia ,  VA 22314,  U.S.A.
Tel: (703) 836-0774, Fax: (703) 836-7864

American Association for Applied Linguistics
Annual Meeting
Apr i l  16-19,  1993
At lan ta  H i l ton ,  A t lan ta  GA,  U.S.A.
AAAL 1993 Conference
P.O. Box 24083,  Oklahoma Ci ty ,  OK, 73 124 U.S.A.
Tel :  (405)  843-5113
Internet :  jmay@REX.CHB.uohsc.edu

RELC Regional Seminar on Language for Spe-
cial Purposes: Problems and Prospects
Apr i l  19-21,  1993
Singapore
Attn: Seminar Secretariat
SEAMEO Regional Language Centre
30 Orange Grove Rd., Singapore 1025
Tel: (65) 737-9044, Fax: (65) 734-2753

JALT Kobe Spring Conference ‘93
May Q-10, 1993
Kobe,  Japan

Jane Hoelker, 12.2-2-908  Sumiyoshi-dai
Higashinada-ku, Kobe 658

T h e m e :

Date:
P lace :
Contac t :

N a m e :

T h e m e :
Date:
P lace :
Contact:

4th International Pragmatics Conference
Cogni t ion  and Communica t ion  in  an  In tercu l tu ra l
Context
July 25-30,  1993
Kobe,  Japan
Prof. Kansei Sugiyama, Dept. of English
Kobe City University of Foreign Studies
S-l Gakuen higashi-machi
Nishi-ku, Kobe 651-21
Tel: (078) 794-8179, Fax: (078) 792-9020

International Association of Applied
Linguistics (AILA)  10th World Congress
Language in  a  Mu l t i cu l tu ra l  Soc ie ty
August 8-15, 1993
Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Johan  Matter
Vrije Universitiet, Faculteit der Letteren
Postbus 7161
NL-1007 MC Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel: +(31)  020-5483075
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PH Native Speaker Content-Based Textbooks

LOOKING FOR
CONTENT-BASED TEXTBOOKS?

We have them! Among our new titles:

THE PAGEANTS OF WORLD HISTORY - The high interest world history text that
puts the world within every student’s reach.

LIFE SCIENCE - An outstanding classroom-proven program that brings science to students.

and many other language, social studies, science, and math textbooks available!

ENVIRONMENT RELATED
MATERIALS ARE HERE!!

An entire collection addressing the planet, including the series

CARING FOR ENVIRONMENTS
*Rivers  &  Lakes
iDeserts This attractive series
@Rainforests examines threatened environments
l Grasslands around the world. Includes dramatic
iTemperate Forests full-color illust. and photos...
iMountains

For more information and catalogs, contact:

Prentice Hall of Japan
Jochi Kojimachi Bldg., 3F

6-l-25 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102
Tel:(03)3238-1050  Fax:(03)3237-1460

A Paramount Communications Company



Please send all announcements for this column to Dr. Charles Adamson. Shizuoka Rikoku Daigaku, 2200-2 Toyosawa,  Fukuroi-
s h i Shizuoka-ken 437. Tel: (W) 0538-45-0185;  (H) 0538-23-7939;  Fax: 0538-45-0110.

Announcements must be received by the 19th of the month, two months before publication, and should follow the format of
prev ious  announcements  in  the  pos i t i ons  co lumn.  To  be  pub l i shed ,  an  announcement  mus t  con ta in  the name and address of the
ins t i tu t ion ,  the  name o f  a  contac t  person,  and whether  the  job  is  fu l l - t ime or  par t - t ime.  The ed i to rs  reserve the  r igh t  to  make minor
changes for clarity or consistency.

JALT opposes  d isc r im ina to ry  employment  p rac t i ces .  Announcements  a re  be ing  pub l i shed  essent ia l l y  in  the  fo rm rece ived  to
allow readers to avoid wasting time in applying to institutions that would not consider them due to exclusionary policies.

(FUKUOKA-KEN) Kyushu Institute of Technology, Faculty of Japanese speaking ability. MA in TESL or equivalent highly
Computer Science and Systems Engineering invites applica- desired. Send resume to Mr. Mike Bostwick, Katoh Gakuen,

t ions  fo r  a  fu l l - t ime  pos i t i on  i n  Eng l i sh ,  wh ich  w i l l  be  open  on 1979 Jiyugaoka, Numazu.  Shizuoka 410 , or call 0559-22-

April 1, 1993.  Position associate professor or lecturer, depend- 0720.  Se lec ted  app l i can ts  w i l l  be  in te rv iewed in  Numazu and
ing  on  qua l i f i ca t i ons  and  exper ience .  Respons ib i l i t i es :  teach- at the JALT conference in Tokyo, November 21 &  22.
ing six 90-minute  classes in English per week: conducting
research  in  h is  o r  her  spec ia l ty  f ie ld :  per fo rming admin is t ra t ive  (TOKYO) The American International Group Japan (AIG), a
duties. Requirements: native speaker of English, a PhD,  MA f inanc ia l  se rv i ces  company ,  i s  accep t i ng  app l i ca t i ons  for a full-
or MS in linguistic sciences, evidence of scholarly contribu- time and a part-time teaching position for its in-house lan-
tions. Salary and benefits: the same as Japanese counter- guage training program beginning January 1993. Position
parts. Contract term 3 years and renewable. For further entails teaching 14-18 hours per week during the day and
in fo rmat ion  p lease  con tac t  Pro f .  Ke i j i  Konomi ,  Depar tment  o f some intensive courses. Applicants must have experience
Human Sciences, Faculty of Computer Science teaching in a Japanese business setting and a
and Systems Engineering, Kyushu Institute of TEFL MA or equivalent degree. Competitive
Technology, 680-4 Kawazu, lizuka, Fukuoka-
ken 820. Tel.  0948-29-7859.

Your  J I C  o f f e r s sa lary  and vacat ion based on exper ience.  Spon-

suggest ions  for
sorship is available. Interviews at the JALT 92
Conference. Send resume and 2 letters of rec-

(KAWAGOE) Canadian Academy of Languages ommendat ion  to :  Catherine Tansey, ICP-Ameri-
is seeking part-time experienced ESL instructors successfu l  job can In te rna t iona l  Group K.  K . ,  l tohp ia  Ko ish ikawa
for company evening, morning and daytime in-
tens ive  c lasses .  Coursesw i l l  be  he ld  on  the  Tobu

interviews- Bldg., 1-3-11 Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo
112.

Tojo,  JR Takasaki, Seibu Shinjuku, and Seibu
Ikebukuro lines. Send resume and copy of gradu-

s e e  p a g e  67.
(SAPPORO) Hokusei Women’s Junior College,

ation  diploma to: Mel Fletcher, Canadian Acad-
emy of Languages, 1-58 Kita  Iwaoka. 46-13  Flower Hill,
Tokorozawa-shi, Saitama-ken 359. Tel: 0429-43-3031.

(KYOTO) Kyoto Nishi High School needs a full-tlme EFL
instructor starting April 1, 1993, to teach, plan curriculum,
develop materials, and evaluate reading, writing, listening,
and speaking in a three-year content-based program. Duties:
teach 13 (45 minute) classes max. per 5 day week; some
committee  work and student counseling. Requirements. na-
t ive  speak ing ab i i i t y ,  g raduate  degree/d ip loma,  TEFL,  teacher
training or equivalent experience; minimum 2 year commit-
ment. Send resume, including 2 references by November 20
to: Lori Zenuk-Nishide, Kyoto Nishi H. S., Course of Interna-
t iona l  and  Cu l tu ra l  S tud ies ,  37  Naemach i ,  Yamanouch i .  Ukyo-
ku, Kyoto 615.

(KYOTO) Kyoto Nishi High School has part-time position(s)
available from April 1993. University degree, ESUEFL teach-
ing experience required. Some spoken Japanese preferred.
Send resume by November 20 to: Lori Zenuk-Nishide, Kyoto
Nishi H. S., 37 Naemachi. Yamanouchi, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto 615
(NUMAZU, SHIZUOKA) A full time, primary grade teacher is
needed for an English immersion program in a private Japa-
nese elementary school in Numazu, Shizuoka-prefecture,
Cand ida te  wou ld  teach  secondgrade  sub jec ts  (math ,  sc ience ,
social studies, language arts, reading, etc.) in English to
Japanese students in an immersion setting. This is the first
e lementary  immers ion program in  Japan,  based on the Cana-
dian and American immersion models. Contract is two years,
renewable. Candidate must have an elementary-teaching
certificate, elementary classroom teaching experience, and

Editor's  Note:
The JIC (Job Information Center) statement on discrimi-
nation on page 95 of the October 1992 issue of The
Languge Teacher has elicited a great deal of response,
some of which points to the need for clarification. The
statement does not represent official JALT policy, which
is simply opposition to discrimination in employment
and support for Japanese laws against discriminatory
hiring practices. Instead, it was intended as a clarification
of the procedures being used by the JIC, who have taken
over the responsibility of editing the positions announce-
ments published in The Language Teacher. Previous posi-
tions column editors had accepted all announcements,
but left out any exclusionary or discriminatory wording,
which led to applicants’ being disappointed after having
wasted a great deal of time and energy; thus, the change
in procedure.

JALT members who wish to express their opinions
regarding the current procedures are encouraged to send
a note by mail or fax to Carol Rinnert, Publications Board
Chair (address on p. 1). The issue will be discussed at the

a mission school in Sapporo, Hokkaido, needs
one full-time English instructor with MA or similar degree,
beginning April 1,  1993. Two-year contract: salary and allow-
ance are the same as for other full-time staff. Minimum
teaching load of 16 hours/week; primarily oral English. Send
resume with  pho to  and  recommendat ions ,  pub l i ca t ion ,  e tc .  by
January 10, 1993, to: Y. Shioya, President, Hokusei Junior
College, Minami 4 Nishi  17, Sapporo 064.Tel:(011)561-7156.

1 Publications Board  meeting at JALT 92.



MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

JALT is a professional organization dedicated to the improvement of language learning and teaching in Japan, a vehicle for the
exchange of new ideas and techniques and a means of keeping abreast of new developments in a rapidly changing field. JALT,
formedin 1976, has an international membership of over 4,000. There are currently 37 JALT chapters throughout Japan (listed
below). It is the Japan affiliate of International TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) and a branch of
IATEFL  (International Association of Teachers of English as  a Foreign Language).

Publications--JALT publishes The Language Teacher, a monthly magazine of articles and announcements on professional
concerns, and the semi-annual JALT Journal. Members enjoy substantial discounts on Cross  Currents (LIOJ).

Meetings and Conferences--The JALT International Conference on Language Teaching/Learning attracts some
2,000 participants annually. The pmgram consists of over  300  papers, workshops, colloquia  and poster sessions, a publishers’
exhibition of some 1,000m2, an employment center, and social events. Local chapter meetings are held on a monthly or bi-
monthly basis in each JALT chapter, and National Special Interest Groups, N-SIGs, disseminate information on areas of
special interest. JALT also sponsors special events, such as conferences on Testing and other themes.

Chapters - Akita, Chiba, Fukui, Fukuoka, Gunma, Hamamatsu, Himeji, Hiroshima, Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Kagawa,
Kagoshima, Kanazawa, Kobe, Kyoto, Matsuyama, Morioka, Nagano, Nagasaki, Nagoya, Nara, Niigata, Okayama, Okinawa,
Omiya, Osaka, Sendai, Shizuoka, Suwa, Tokushima, Tokyo, Toyohashi, Utsunomiya, West Tokyo, Yamagata, Yamaguchi,
Yokohama.

N-SIGs - Video, Bilingualism, Global Issues in Language Education, Japanese as a Second Language, (forming) Computer
Assisted Language Learning, Materials Writers, Team Teaching.

Awards for Research Grants and Development -Awarded annually. Applications must be made to the JALT President
by September 1. Awards are announced at the annual conference.

Membership -Regular Membership (‘¥7,000) includes membership in the nearest chapter. Student Memberships
(¥4,000) am available to full-time, undergraduate students with pmper identification. Joint Memberships (¥l2,000),
available to two individuals sharing the same mailing address, receive only one copy of each JALT publication. Group
Memberships (¥4,500/person)  am available to five or more people employed by the same institution. One copy  of each
publication is provided for every five members or fraction thereof. Applications may be made at any JALT  meeting, by using the
postal money transfer form (yubin fuikae) found in every issue of The Language Teacher, or by sendingacheckormoneyorder
in yen (on a Japanese bank), in dollars (on a U.S. bank), or on pounds (on a UK. bank) to the Central Office. Joint and Group
Members must apply, renew, and pay membership fees together with the other members of their group.

CENTRAL OFFICE:

The Language Teacher XVI: 11
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making learning fun with

by Julie Ashworth  and John Clark

A beautifully illustrated three-level course
for young learners.

Stepping Stones contains

* topics  which  are central to tne world of
the growing young learner

fi a variety of activities and tasks which allow children
to draw upon their own experience

12 Teacher’s Books with advice on classroom
organistion and helpful teaching techniques

C’C  games and songs which are designed to make
learning easy, enjoyable and effective

For  further information on this and other materials for young learners please contact:
Thaomson  Publishing Japan, Hirakawacho Nemoto Bldg.  6F,  l-7-1 1 Hirakawa-cho,
Chiyoda-ku,  Tokyo, 102 Japan Tel: (03) 3221-1385 Fax: (03) 3237-1459
ELT Telephone Line: (03) 3221-1441



PETER VINEY
Peter Viney is well-known in Japan and the rest
of the world as a teacher trainer, lecturer and
co-author of Grapevine and the Streamline
series. Oxford is happy to invite teachers to
Peter’s presentations on teaching techniques and
the introduction to his new course: Main Street.

10:00 - 12:00 “MAIN STREET: A New Approach in American English”
Tues 17 Nov (PM) OKAYAMA CHISAN HOTEL
15:00 - 18:00 “Bringing Coursebooks & Video Alive: Presenting

GRAPEVINE Three”
Wed 18 Nov OSAKA YMCA
9:00 - 11 :00 “MAIN STREET: A New Approach in Amreican English"

18:00  - 20:00 “Bringing Coursebooks & Video Alive: Presenting
GRAPEVINE Three” ,

Thurs 19 Nov NAGOYA, MARUZEN
11:00 - 12:30 “MAIN STREET: A New Approach in American English”
14:00 - 15:30 “Bringing Coursebooks & Video Alive: Presenting

GRAPEVINE Three”
Fri 20 - 23 Nov TOKYO

The 18th Annual International Conference, Japan
Association of Language Teachers-

Note: Admission FREE except Tokyo JALT.

For more information please call us.

“A Tradition of Excellence”
Oxford University Press
2-4-8  Kanamecho, Toshima-ku, Tokyo Y171
TEL(03)5995-3801  FAX (03)5995-3919

¥ 750




